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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the late seventies, W. Thurston proved or conjectured a num ber of results 
th a t initiated a  revolution in 3-manifolds and brought hyperbolic geometry into 
the spotlight. The most famous of these is the conjecture th a t the  interior 
of every compact 3-manifold may be decomposed into pieces, each of which 
adm its one of eight geometries on it. Thurston proved the  conjecture for a large 
num ber of special cases (Haken manifolds) and showed tha t m any manifolds 
(for example, Haken, homotopically atoroidal) automatically have a hyperbolic 
geometry on it. This and the fact th a t 3-manifblds with all geometries except the 
hyperbohc one are well understood (classified) spawned a  great deal of interest 
in the hyperbohc case. Thus, in the years tha t ensued, the  field of 3-dimensional 
hyperbohc manifolds bloomed and a  lot of research is stih being done on them .
The direction th a t we took in our doctoral work was to  contribute to research 
of higher-dimensional hyperbohc manifolds. While there are several im portant 
results about these manifolds, such as Mostow’s rigidity theorem  or W ang’s 
theorem  about their volumes, this field has remained largely uninvestigated, 
especially from the topological point of view. Our studies center on dimension 
4 for actual examples, while we also obtain some results in higher dimensions.
Most problems we look at are inspired by similar considerations in the 3-
dimensional case. W hat is interesting is th a t the results are usually not direct 
generalizations of the 3-dimensional case. In several instances we come up with 
results starkly different from the 3-dimensional case.
F irst, we construct a  sequence of noncompact finite-volume hyperbolic 4- 
manifolds by way of side-pairings of a  polyhedron. While examples of such 
manifolds were available before, almost all were constructed using arithmetic 
m ethods, which shed little hght on the topology or volume of the manifolds. 
Before the constructions tha t we carry out here, there was only one (compact) 
example ([D]) of a hyperbohc 4-manifold known th a t came from side-pairings 
of a  polyhedron. In the meantime, several authors ([R-T] or [N]) have indepen­
dently come up with noncompact examples by the method of pairing sides of a 
polyhedron, and they used them  to prove interesting results.
One of the m ajor themes of our study is the volume of hyperbohc 4-manifolds. 
W ang’s theorem  immediately imphes th a t there exist only finitely many hyper­
bohc n-manifolds with the same volume (n >  4). Although not a consequence 
of W ang’s theorem, this is true also in dimension three. That there is no bound 
on how m any may have the same volume was proved in dimension three by 
Wielenberg for the compact case and Apanasov and Gutsul in the noncompact 
case. Both results were obtained by using polyhedra tha t had their sides paired 
in different ways. Using our examples we extend this theorem into dimension 4 
and prove th a t there exist at least n  -(-1 noncompact hyperbohc manifolds tha t 
have volume 2n • 47T^/3 . AU of them share the same fundamental polyhedron.
The Gauss-Bonnet theorem for a  hyperbohc 4-manifold M  says tha t the vol-
urne of M  is proportional to the Euler characteristic of M , i.e. Vol(M ) =  
x(M ) • 47t^ /3 . Our examples give manifolds with Euler characteristic 2n, thus 
showing th a t a t least "half" the possibihties for volumes are attained. Recently, 
Ratcliffe and Tschautz independently showed th a t for every n  there exists a  hy­
perbolic 4-manifold with volume n  • 47t^ /3 . However, their proof does not give 
an exphcit polyhedron w ith side-pairings on it for each n.
Another m ajor direction of this thesis is investigating possible hyperbolic 
structures on complements of submanifolds inside closed n-manifolds. This di­
rection draws on the fact that a lot of research in 3 -m anifolds is based on the 
phenomenon th a t there exist many knot complements in that allow a  hyper­
bolic structure on them . Furthermore, Thurston has proved tha t almost every 
Dehn surgery on such a  link results in a  closed hyperbolic m anifold and Ouyang 
has shown th a t different Dehn surgeries yield infinitely m any different manifolds. 
Also, due to  the results of Lickorish and Wallace and Adams, every 3-manifold 
m ay be obtained by Dehn surgery on a hyperbohc link in S^.
W ith the 3-dimensional case in mind, we ask the following general question: 
when m ay we think of a  noncompact finite-volume hyperbohc m anifold  M  as the 
complement of a codimension-6  closed submanifold A  inside a closed m anifold  
N  (dim A  =  dimikf)? If we may do so, we say th a t M  is a codimension- 
k complement. Since M  is always the union of a compact piece and finitely 
m any noncompact pieces (ends), each of which has the form E  x [0, oo), where 
E  is a  compact flat (Euchdean) n-manifold, the answer to this question will 
depend only on the ends. By investigating these ends, we find the following: if
M  = N  — A , as above, then every manifold E  corresponding to  an end E  x [0, oo) 
m ust either be an or an 5^-bundle over a  component of A , i.e. fc =  1 or 
k = 2. Furthermore, the components of A  m ust be flat manifolds.
We consider first the case fc =  2, which generalizes the  much-investigated 3- 
dimensional situation (a link inside a  3-dimensional manifold is a  codimension-2 
submanifold). The torus and the Klein bottle axe the only flat 2-manifolds and 
they are both  5^-bundles over the  circle, so every hyperbolic 3-manifold is a 
codimension-2 complement. In contrast to  flat 2-manifolds we find that there 
exist flat 3-manifolds E  tha t are not 5^-btmdles; consequently, any hyperbolic 
4-manifold having E  x [0, oo) as an end is not a  codimension-2  complement. In 
general, we prove a  criterion in term s of the fundam ental group of E  tha t detects 
when S  is an 6 "^ -bundle. We use it to  determine which, of the 10 possible, flat
3-manifolds are -bundles and which Eire not, and to  construct examples of flat 
manifolds in every dimension th a t are not 5^-bundles, thereby showing th a t for 
d im M  >  4 there exists an obstruction to M  being a codimension-2 complement.
If M  has dimension 4, it can be a  codimension-2 complement only of tori 
and Klein bottles. The natural question, in hght of the  fact th a t so many link 
complements in S® have hyperbohc structure, is whether there exist hyperbohc
4-manifolds M  tha t are torus or Klein bottle complements inside the four-sphere 
5^? We show tha t there can be at most finitely many such manifolds.
As fax as this author knows, hyperbohc manifolds have not been studied as 
codimension-1 complements (this is the case k = 1). It turns out tha t this way 
of looking at them  differs a  great deal from  looking a t them  as codimension-2
complements. For example, filling in ends of M  = — {link} in varions (codim-
2) ways corresponds to  Dehn surgery on the link. It is known (see [On]) th a t all 
the  difierent surgeries result in infinitely many nonhomeomorphic 3-manifolds. It 
is also known th a t almost all of those surgeries yield closed hyperbolic manifolds 
(see [T] or [R]).
However, if every manifold E  corresponding to  an  end of a  hyperbolic M  is 
an 5°-bundle, and  we represent M  as a  codimension-1 complement, i.e. M  =  
— A ^ , then we get the following facts. First, the universal cover of N  is 
R ”’. This is very different from the 3-dimensional codimension-2 case, where we 
often got th a t N  =  (so, not even contractible). Second, the manifold N  can 
never be hyperbolic. Third, if every E  is an  5°-bundle over a Euclidean manifold 
B  th a t has the same holonomy group as E, then there are only finitely m any 
choices for N , where components of A  are Euclidean manifolds with the same 
holonomy groups as the E ’s corresponding to  them . (This result is restricted 
to a  3- or 4-dimensional M  and there are indications it does not hold in higher 
dimensions.)
Finally, we give criteria in term s of the fundam ental group of a  flat manifold 
th a t allow us to  detect whether a  fiat manifold is an S°-bundle over a  flat 
m an ifold B  with the same holonomy group. We use them  to show tha t all 
but two fiat 3-manifolds are 5°-bundles over flat 3-manifolds with the same 
holonomy group. For the two exceptions, we show th a t they axe not 5°-bundles 
at all.
2 .  E u c l i d e a n  a n d  h y p e r b o l i c  g e o m e t r i e s
In  this section we briefly review the basic facts about Euclidean and hyper­
bolic spaces th a t we will need later.
Euchdean space in dimension n  is defined as the set =  { ( z i , . . .  |
Xi € R} with the length differential ds^ =  d xl +  • • • -1- dx^. The geodesics 
(curves whose length realizes distance between two points) in Euchdean space 
axe standard hnes. A hyperplane is, in general, a  codimension- 1 subspace that 
is totally geodesic, th a t is, whenever two points are in the  subspace, so is the 
geodesic connecting them . In Euchdean space, hyperplanes axe the standard 
hyperplanes: sets satisfying the equation a\X \ +  • • • +  anXn =  d for fixed real 
num bers o i , . . .  d. If a plane is given in this form, the vector ( a i , . . . , Un) is 
a  norm al vector for the plane. The angle between two hyperplanes is the acute 
angle between any two of their normal vectors. W ith the above differential 
metric, the Euchdean space has sectional curvature 0.
We may define a metric on R^ induced by the length differential: the distance 
between two points is the infimum of lengths of all paths connecting them. It 
tu rns out th a t this metric is the same eis the standard Euchdean m etric on R^, 
under which R"' is a complete metric space.
Hyperbohc ra-space HP has several models — for our purposes the most con­
venient one will be the “upper half-space” model. In  this model
I F  =  e  I i  >  0}
with the length differential d$^ =  +d^n-i+'^* _ Similarly as above, the
length differential tu rns BP into a  complete metric space of constant sectional 
curvature —1. Its geodesics are either Euchdean hnes or Euchdean half-circles 
perpendicular to  9EP =  x {0} U {oo}. Hyperplanes in this model are
either Euchdean hyperplanes or half-spheres th a t are perpendicular to  ÔBP. 
The boundary at infinity of a  set 5  C BP is the set of all points in 9BP tha t 
are in the  Euchdean closure of 5 . A hyperplane is uniquely determ ined by its 
own boundary a t infinity  which can be either a  Euchdean (n  — 2)-plane (which 
we will assume to  contain the point oo) or an (n — 2)-sphere in ÔBP. We will 
say th a t the hyperplane is based, respectively, on a plane or a  sphere. Using the 
length differential, the angle between hyperplanes is weU-defined and it turns 
out to be the same as the angle between normal vectors to  their boundaries at 
infinity.
The set of isometries of R " and BP can be given the compact-open topology. 
A Euchdean manifold E  is a space of form W ^/G where G is a discrete, freely- 
acting subgroup of Isom R ” . Euchdean manifolds are often called yiat. Similarly, 
a  hyperbohc manifold M  is a  space of form BP /G , with G a  discrete and freely- 
acting subgroup of Isom BP. The freeness-of-action condition is necessary to 
ensure th a t E  and M  are spaces tha t are locally homeomorphic to a  unit ball 
in R ”. It can be seen th a t an element g E IsomR^ or Isom BP th a t generates a
discrete subgroup acts freely if and only if it has infinite order, so the condition 
of freeness of action can be replaced by requiring torsion-freeness of G.
We wiU give a  few facts about Euclidean manifolds in  §4, while we finish 
this section w ith some facts about hyperbolic ones. The fact about topology of 
hyperbolic manifolds th a t we most frequently use is the following one (see [Al], 
[A2] or [B-P]).
T h eorem  2 .1 . I f  M  is a noncompact finite-volume hyperbolic n-manifold, then 
it is the union o f a compact part and finitely many disjoint noncompact pieces, 
called ends, each of which is of the form  E  x [0, oo), where E  is a compact 
Euclidean (n — 1)- manifold.
The compact part of a  manifold M  with ends E i x [0, oo),. . . , Em  x [0, oo) 
is the manifold with boundary M  = M  — {Ei x (0, oo) U • • • U Em  x [0, oo)). 
The boundary components are, of course, E i , . . . ,Em- Since the interior of M  
is homeomorphic to M  we wiU abuse language and say th a t each E  bounds M  
if E  X [0, oo) is one of its ends.
One of the  items we consider with regard to  hyperbohc manifolds is their 
volume. T he following theorem is a very im portant result about volumes of 
higher-dimensional hyperbohc manifolds.
T h eorem  2 .2 . (Wang, [Wg]j Let n >  4. Given a real number c >  0 there exist 
only finitely m any nonisometric hyperbolic n-manifolds with volume less than c.
In dimension 3 this theorem is not vahd, bu t it is still true th a t only finitely 
m any hyperbohc 3-manifolds have the same volume.
More can be said about volumes of hyperbolic manifolds.
T h e o re m  2 .3 . ( Gauss-Bonnet formula) The volume o f a finite-volume hyper- 
holic 4~7nanifold is Y o lM  = x (M )-47T^/3 , where is the Euler characteristic
of M . □
This formula for the compact case comes from [Ho], while to  get the noncom­
pact version [G, page 84] should be appHed. Notice tha t the Euler characteristic 
of the compact part M  of M  is the same as x (M ), since M  is a retract of M .
3 .  P o i n c a r e ’s  p o l y h e d r o n  t h e o r e m  a n d  t o r s i o n - f r e e n e s s
In this section, we formulate Poincare’s polyhedron theorem: it holds in all 
constant curvature geometries and it is going to  be one of our essential tools.
Constructing discrete, torsion-free subgroups of Isom R ” and Isom EP (i.e. 
constructing Euclidean and hyperbohc manifolds) is in general a nontrivial task. 
One very useful m ethod tha t also offers some insight into the topology of the 
resulting manifold is to pair sides of a polyhedron in R'* or EP. The conditions 
th a t such a  pairing has to  satisfy in order th a t the resulting quotient space 
be a  Euchdean o r hyperbohc m anifold are described by Poincare’s polyhedron 
theorem . The approach we use is from [E-P] and [R] — some other sources are 
[A2] and [M].
First, we review some basic definitions. Let X  =  R ” or BP. (We could also 
allow X  to  be the  n-sphere since the  notion of hyperplanes is also defined there, 
but there wih be no need for spherical geometry here.) A hyperplane in X  
divides X  into two closed pieces, called half-spaces, whose interiors are disjoint 
and whose intersection is the hyperplane. In BP, the {n — 2)-plane or -sphere on 
which the hyperplane is based divides R ’^ "^ U {00} into two closed sets, each of 
which is the boundary a t infinity of one of the half-spaces th a t the hyperplane 
determines.
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A polyhedron in A is a  connected closed subset P  o i X  with a  nonempty- 
interior whose (topological) boundary is contained in a locally finite collection 
C o f hyperplanes. For example, an intersection of finitely m any half-spaces is 
going to  be a  polyhedron — we work only w ith such examples of polyhedra. 
A codimension-one side 5  of P  is a  subset of d P  such th a t S  = P  H H  and 
S  =  c lg (in tg  5 ), where H  is a hyperplane from the collection C. Then 5  is a 
union of (n — l)-dimensional polyhedra in H . Proceeding inductively, we may 
define a  codimension-i side of P  to  be a  codimension-one side of a  codimension- 
(i — 1) side of P . More details on polyhedra m ay be found in [A2] or [Ei-P].)
Since every codimension-i side is a  polyhedron in dimension n  — i, we also call 
it an  (n — i)-side. Codimension-one sides we wiH simply call sides, codimension- 
two sides we call edges, and we will use the term  vertex for a  0-side of P .  W hen 
we talk about a polyhedron in its vertices axe also called finite vertices or real 
vertices as opposed to vertices at infinity or ideal vertices which are the  isolated 
boundary points of P  in 9EP.
Often, to  simplify notation, a  hyperplane, the side of P  lying on the hyper­
plane and, in the case of a hyperbolic polyhedron, the boundary at infinity of 
the hyperplane, wiU be denoted by the same letter. (No confusion should arise 
here because in our polyhedra, each hyperplane supports only one side.)
To get a  side-pairing $  of P , for every side S of P  we choose another side 
S ' and an isometry g G Isom% so th a t g{S) =  S '. We say th a t g pairs S  and 
S ' and th a t S ' is the pair of S . A side-pairing m ust also satisfy the following 
requirements (for more details, see [E-P] or [R]):
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(1) if 5 ' is the pair of S  then the pair of S ' is S  and g~^ is the isometry that 
pairs S ' and S.
(2) For any g th a t pairs some two sides, p(int P )  fl int P  =  0.
In order th a t the side-pairing isometries generate a  discrete subgroup of 
Isom % , sides cannot be paired in any arbitrary way: the so-called edge cy­
cle condition m ust be satisfied. (This condition is called Cyclic in [E-P].) In 
general, a side-pairing on P  induces an equivalence relation on P  th a t is gen­
erated by the  relation x  ~  -s(x), where x Ç. d P  f l  5, 5  is a  side of P  and s 
its side-pairing. The equivalence class [x] of x  under this equivalence relation 
is called the cycle of x. The cycle of an i-side is defined analogously so tha t 
it contains all the i-sides of P  th a t are identified by a string of side-pairings. 
Cycles of ideal vertices are defined in exactly the  same way. The number of 
cycles of ideal vertices is equal to  the number of ends (see Theorem 2.1) of a 
manifold generated by a side-pairing.
Every edge (codimension-2 side) of P  is the intersection of two uniquely de­
term ined sides of P . The dihedral angle at ein edge is the angle in the interior of 
P  th a t the two sides subtend. A cycle of edges can be obtained in the following 
way. Start w ith an edge P i ,  which is the intersection of sides S \  and P i ,  and let 
gi be the isometry pairing P i  and some side S 2  of P . We get th a t p i (P i )  =  Pg, 
where P 2 is an edge determined by S2 and some other side P 2. Now let 52 be 
the isometry pairing P 2 and some side 5s. Continuing in the same way we get 
a  sequence of edges, sides and isometries {0-^  =  (P^, 5i, P i,^ i)} i= i,2...- This pro­
cedure is commonly called ”edge-chcising”. We require th a t the above sequence
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have a  period q (called first cycle length in [E-P]), th a t is a-q+i = (Xi for some q. 
The cycle of edges will then consist of exactly E i , . . . ,  E ,. This is the first p a rt 
of the edge cycle condition. If the polyhedron is finite-sided, this condition will 
autom atically be satisfied.
It is cleax th a t QqO-■ •ogi[E i) =  E i , bu t it may happen th a t the restriction of 
f lT g  o ■ • • o on E l  is not the identity. The second part of the edge cycle condition 
is th a t there m ust be a fc so tha t (p,o - opi)^ \e^ = id. The num ber kq is called 
the second cycle length m  [E-P].
The th ird  and final part of the edge-cycle condition is th a t if ^i, i =  1 , . . . ,  9 
are th e  dihedral angles of edges Ei, where E i , . . . , E ,  is a  cycle of edges, then  
there is a nonzero integer m  so tha t fc(di H 1- ^ 5) =  2? /m .
The edge-cycle condition is enough to guarantee the conclusion of the poly­
hedron theorem  if X  =  M"'. When X  =  ET and we are dealing with a  hyper­
bohc polyhedron, we need another condition. Before we state it, recall th a t a 
horosphere in BP is either a  Euchdean sphere tangent to 5BP or a Euchdean 
hyperplane {t =  c} parallel to ÔBP. The former are said to be centered at the 
point of tangency with 5 1 P , the latter a t infinity.
Consistent horosphere condition: there exists a  set T  of disjoint horospheres 
centered a t ideal vertices of P , each intersecting only those sides of P  whose 
boundary contains center of the horosphere, so th a t if g is a  side-pairing of a 
side th a t contains the center of a  horosphere H E T  m  its boundary, then g{H ) 
is again a horosphere from T.
We may now formulate Poincare’s polyhedron theorem as fohows.
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T h e o re m  3 .1 . (Poincare’s polyhedron theorem) Let ^  be a side-pairing on a 
polyhedron P  C X  that satisfies the edge cycle condition I f  X  =  I P ,  let the 
side-pairing additionally satisfy the consistent horosphere condition. Then the 
side-pairings o f #  generate a discrete group G C Isom BP whose fundamental 
polyhedron is P . □
Pcincaxe’s polyhedron theorem gives only the discreteness of G - in order 
to get meinifolds, we will also need to show torsion-freeness of G. (Otherwise, 
X fG  is only going to  be a  Euclidean or hyperbolic orbifold.) Torsion-freeness is 
checked in  the following way.
The normalized solid angle at point x of a  polyhedron P  is defined as w(x) =  
V ol(B (x,r) n  P ) /V o \B { x ,r )  (see [R]). Here B {x ,r )  is a ball about x  or radius 
r, Vol is volume and r  is taken small enough so tha t B {x ,r )  intersects only 
those sides of P  on which x  lies. Let [®] =  {®i,. . .  be the cycle of x for 
some side-pairing of P . We define the normalized solid angle sum o f [x] as 
w[x] =  w(y). The next theorem is Theorem 11.1.1 from [R].
T h e o re m  3.2. I f  oo[x] =  1 for every x € P  then the group G generated by the 
side-pairings of P  is torsion-free. □
R em cirk  3 .3 . Knowing tha t P  is a  fundamental polyhedron for a discrete group 
G already imphes w[x] <  1 for every point of P . Really, for every Xi € [x], choose 
an isometry gi E G taking Xi to x. (In general, there may be many ways to make 
the choices.) We now have an injective map from {x i , . . . ,  x„} to  {translates of P  
under G containing x} given by Xi gi [P) .  Since { p i ( P ) n P ( x , r ) , . . .  , 5 n ( P ) n
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S(æ,r )}  fin out maybe only a  portion of B {x ,r ), we get w[a;] <  1 . (Note that 
the  strict inequality wiU occur if and only if x is the fixed point of an element 
in G.)
By Rem ark 3.3, to check torsion-freeness it will be enough to  see th a t w[x] >  1 
for every x £ P.
15
4 .  F u n d a m e n t a l  f l a t  m a n i f o l d s  f a c t s
In this section we recall some basic facts about flat (Euclidean) manifolds and 
their fundam ental groups th a t we axe going to use later. Our source was mostly 
[C], bu t some information can also be found in [A2] and [Wo].
As we have said before, a flat manifold is a  manifold of form E"/C?, where G 
is a  discrete, torsion-free subgroup of Euclidean isometries of R ”. An element 
g €  Isom R ” may be written as g{x) =  A x  +  a, where A  € 0 {n )  and x, a  € R"’. 
The orthogonal transformation A  is called the rotational part o f g  — notice tha t 
g 1-^ A  defines a  homomorphism Isom R ”' -A- 0{n). Clearly g is a translation if 
and only if A  = I .  When an element g G Isom R” has no fixed points (which is 
equivalent to  it having infinite order if  the subgroup it generates is discrete) it 
can be seen th a t ker(A — / )  7  ^0 and th a t a has a  nonzero component in the first 
factor of the decomposition R"’ =  ker(A — I) ® im(A — I). Furtherm ore, after 
a change of coordinates by a  translation we may assume th a t a 6  ker(A — I). 
Then we call a the translational part of g.
The following well-known theorems reveal the structure of discrete subgroups 
of Isom R'^ whose quotient R ”/G  is compact. Such groups are called crystallo- 
graphic. The torsion-free among them  are the groups tha t yield flat manifolds 
and are called Bieberbach groups.
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T h e o re m  4 .1 . (Bieherbach’s theorems.) Let G he a crystallographic subgroup 
of Isom R ".
First. The subgroup K  of translations of G is a rank n  free abelian group 
whose vectors span R ” . Furthermore, K  has finite index in G.
Second. I f  G' is another group as in the assumption o f the theorem, and 
f  : G G' is an isomorphism, then f{g )  =  dgd~^, where d is an affine trans­
form ation (d{x) =  A x + a, GL{n,M.), a G R ” ).
Third. Up to an affine change o f coordinates, there exist only finitely many 
groups G.
An aJgebraic characterization of crystallographic groups is: G is crystallo­
graphic if and only if it is finitely generated and contains a  maximal, under 
inclusion, subgroup K  among all its abelian subgroups of finite index and K  is 
torsion-free. The subgroup K  can also be characterized as the set of all elements 
in G  w ith finitely m any conjugates. Its elements axe called translations. Every 
crystallographic group G fits into the exact sequence 0 K  )- l,
where $  is finite. If we think of G as a  subgroup of Isom R^ then K  is the set of 
elements of G th a t are translations (in the usual sense) and p  may be viewed aa 
the restriction to  G of the above map IsomK.'^ —> 0{n). The group $  is called 
the holonomy group of G.
For a given finite group $  and free abelian group K  on which $  acts, there 
is a  one-to-one correspondence between equivalent exact sequences 0 K  ^  
G 1 and elements of the group K ). {K  need not be the  maximal
abelian subgroup in G.) Elements of are certain classes represented
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by m aps c : $  x $  —> jFC (called cocycles) which satisfy 5c =  0. (For the definition 
of 5, see [C]). It can be seen tha t every element of H ^{^; K )  can be represented 
by a  normalized cocycle, that is, one which satisfies c(cr, 1) =  c(l,o-) =  0. Then 
the group G corresponding to  the element of K )  th a t is represented by c
may be viewed as the  set #  x i f  with the multiplication
{a, k){(r\ k') =  a ■ k' + k  + c(<7, a ')) ,
where a, a ' €  $  and k ,k '  €  K . Here cr • k ' denotes the action of $  on K: 
<T • k  = gkg~^, where g £  G is any element so th a t p{g) = a.
If  /  ; G ->• G is an isomorphism such th a t f { K )  = K  (for example, if i f  is the 
maximal free abelian subgroup) then it is easily seen th a t it m ust have the form 
/(<T,m) =  ( /  • <r,/(to)) and must satisfy / ( c ( < t ,  a ') )  =  c{ f  ■ a, f  ■ a '). (We use 
the same letter /  to  denote both f  : G G and the restriction of /  to i f .) The 
expression /  • a  denotes the action of /  on $  by conjugation, which is defined 
since we may think of both /  and $  as subgroups of Aut if .
We are going to  make much use of the  following theorem th a t characterizes 
flat manifolds. It is a special case of the Borel conjecture, which says th a t any 
two aspherical manifolds tha t have isomorphic fundam ental groups are homeo- 
morphic.
T h eorem  4 .2 . (Farrell-Hsiang) Let F ”, ra ^  3,4 be a closed aspherical m ani­
fold such that t t iF ” is isomorphic to iriE ^, where is a closed connected flat 
manifold. I f  n = 3 assume, in addition, that is irreducible. Then is 
homeomorphic to E ^ .
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Proof. The theorem for n  7  ^ 3; 4 is a  result of Faxrell and Hsiang (see [F-H]). 
The rlaim  in d im ension  3 is a  simple apphcation of W aldhausen’s theory of 
sufficiently large m anifolds. We wOl need the following theorem  from [H]:
T h e o re m  4 .3 . (Heil) Let E , F , be closed 3-manifolds that are P"^  -irreducible, 
i.e, they are irreducible and do not contain any 2-sided projective planes. I f  
E  is orientable, let it be sufficiently large. Suppose a : tziF  ttiE  is an 
isomorphism. Then there exists a homeomorphism g : F  E  which induces 
a. □
Thus, in order to extend Faxrell and Hsiang’s result to  dimension 3 we ju st 
need to  make sure tha t F  does not contain a  2-sided and th a t every flat m an­
ifold E  is -irreducible and sufficiently large when orientable. If F  contained a 
2-sided P^, t t jP  would have an element of order two, which is impossible, since 
TTiP =  TTiP, a torsion-free group. This also shows th a t E  doesn’t  contain a 
2-sided P^. Furthermore, E  is irreducible since its universal covering is
Up to homeomorphism, there are only ten closed 3-dimensional flat manifolds, 
6 orientable and 4 nonorientable. A list may be found in [Wo] or the original 
paper [H-W]. Both of these sources use and Qç, to denote the
subgroups of Isom R ’^  tha t generate the orientable flat manifolds and B2 , 
Bz and 64  to  denote subgroups generating nonorientable manifolds. Of the 6 
orientable ones, 5 have infinite first homology groups, which imphes th a t they 
are sufficiently large. The 6th  one, can directly be found to  contain
an incompressible 2-sided surface. The paper [H-W] shows we may choose as
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fundam ental polyhedron for the cube C  =  [—1 , 1] x [—1 , 1] x [—1, 1] with side 
pairings
h  : {z2 =  1} -4 {zi =  1} =  (translation by (1 ,-1 ,0 ))  o
(rotation by tt about line passing through (1 , 0 , 0 ) and (0 , 1 , 0 ))
Î2 : { z i =  —1} -4 {x2 =  —1} =  (translation by (1 ,—1,0)) o
(rotation by t t  about line passing through ( — 1 , 0 , 0 )  and ( 0 ,  — 1 , 0 ) )  
h  : {®3 =  —1} -4 {x3 =  1} =  (translation by (2,0,0)) o 
(rotation by about the z-axis).
The square [—1,1] x [—1,1] x {0} projects down to a  totally geodesic embedded 
Klein bottle K  C as can be seen by applying Theorem 7.4. While
incompressible, this surface is not 2-sided. A regular neighborhood W  of K  is 
the image of [—1,1] x [—1,1] x [—e, e] under identification. Its boundary is the 
torus d W  which is 2-sided. It is also incompressible, because the composite 
of the double covering K  with the embedding K  M- /^Ge is injective
on fundam ental groups and is homotopic to the embedding ^  d W  '-h- 
□
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5 .  T w o  NONCOMPACT FINITE-VOLUM E HYPERBOLIC 4-M ANIFO LDS
In this section we construct two noncompact hyperbolic 4-manifolds by using 
Poincare's polyhedron theorem.
We start with a polyhedron P  in th a t is the  intersection of finitely many 
half-spaces. Recall tha t a  hyperplane in EP is determined by its boundary in 
—  these will be either 2-planes or 2-spheres in R®.
Consider the planes th a t bound the rectangular box R  C M®, R  =  [—2,2] x 
[—2,2] X \—2y/2,2\/2\. Add to them  the 12 spheres of radius \/2  with centers 
( ± 1 , ± 1 , j 2 -\/2 ) for j  =  —1, 0 ,1  and the 18 spheres of the  same radius with 
centers (j, k, ±.y/2) for j ,  k  =  —2,0,2. The upper part of figure 2, going from 
left to  right, depicts intersections of these spheres with planes with constant 
^-coordinates —2\/2, —>/2, 0, y/2, 2\f2. Label the spheres by the letters Ai,  
A\, B i ,  B[, Ci, C[, D i, D'i in either of the ways suggested by figure 2. Let X\ ,  
X[ ,  Y\, Y{, Z \, Z[ be respectively the planes {x  =  —2}, {x  =  2}, {y  =  —2}, 
{y =  2 }, {z  =  - 2 \ / 2}, {z =  2 V 2 }.
Each of the planes th a t comprise the boundary of R  and each of the above 
spheres determine a hyperplane in =  { {x , y , z , t )  G | t >  0 } tha t divides 
into two half-spaces. These hyperplanes wiU be denoted by the same letters 
as their boundaries at infinity. For the spheres we choose the half-spaces whose
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boundary at infinity is unbounded in R.®, for the planes the half-spaces so tha t 
the  intersection of their boundaries at infinity is the rectanguléir box R.  The 
polyhedron P  is defined as the intersection of those half-spaces. P  has only one 
side on each of the defining hyperplanes, which we denote by the same le tter as 
the  hyperplane. For later convenience, we set P_  =  { {x , y , z , t )  € P  1 z <  0}, 
P+ = { {x , y , z , t )  e  P  I z >  0}.
The following observations about the spheres and planes th a t we ju s t defined 
are easy to  check.
(1) Any two spheres tha t intersect do so a t an angle of x /2 .
(2) Whenever the intersection is nonempty, spheres Ai, A\ intersect planes 
X \ ,  X{ ,  Y i, Y{ a t eingle t t / 4 .  Any other pair of spheres or planes with 
nonempty intersection intersects at angle 7 t / 2 .
(3) R  is completely covered by the closed balls bounded by the spheres. This 
means tha t P  has finite volume and has only finitely many points in its 
boundary at infinity.
(4) P  has 36 vertices at infinity, which correspond to  points not covered by 
the open balls. Their position is illustrated in Figure 9.
It is not obvious right away tha t P  also has finite vertices. This is because 
m any sets of four hyperplanes bounding the polyhedron P  meet at one point. For 
example, sides A i, P i ,  C\ and Ag meet at the point (0 ,1 , —3\/2 /2 , \/2 /2 ) € H^, 
and sides A i, Ci,  £>i and V/ meet at the point (—1 ,2 ,—S-s/2/2, a / 2 / 2 ) .  Figure 
1 depicts the section of P  where t =  y/2/2  and z =  j \ /2 /2 .  Here j  is any of -3, 
-1, 1, 3 as the section for every j  is the same. We can see where four sides of P
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yF ig u r e  1. Section of P  for t  =  V ^/2, z = y/2/2  showing the  real 
vertices
intersect in a  vertex and what letters those sides are labeled by. Figure 1 shows 
the location of all the vertices in one section — there being 4 12 =  48 in all.
Now we axe ready to define two ways to  pair sides of P . First, define the 
following isometries of
qo =  reflection in plane {z  =  0} 
qi = reflection in plane {x — y =  0}
92 =  reflection in plane {x +  y =  0} 
si =  rotation by t t  about line {x +  y =  0 , z =  0 } 
S2 =  rotation by t t  about line {x — y =  0 , z =  0} 
to =  translation by 2 \ /2  in the z direction.
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Use the sam e letters to denote the extensions of these maps to  . (A Euclidean 
isometry /  : —>• R® extends to a  hyperbolic isometry given by (æ,y, z, t) M-
z), t ) . )
Let is  denote the  reflection in the hyperplane 5. By s we denote the  hyper­
bolic isometry th a t pairs the sides S  and S ' (it sends S  to  S '). We define to 
be the side-pairing given by
x i = translation by 4 in the x  direction 
y i = translation by 4 in the y  direction 
zi =tQ = translation by 4 \/2  in the z direction 
o to o ÎBi
aj = qio , so th a t I = j  {mod 2)
Cfc =  go o icfc 
dfc =  gi o to o
where j  =  1 , . . . ,  6 , 6  =  1 , . . .  ,4  and t =  1,2 . The upper half of Figure 2 shows 
which sides are paired.
To get another side-pairing, $ 2 , we alter $ 1  in the way the sides labeled by 
B ’s, C ’s and D 's are paired. Refer to the lower half of Figure 2 to  see which 
sides are paired. We define the new pairings 61, Ck and dk by
h  = qoo
Cfc =  5i o to 0 ic^
dk = Si o qi 0  so tha t I = k {mod 2 ),
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F ig u r e  2. Side-pairmgs $ i  (top) and $2  (bottom )
where A =  1 , . . .  , 4 and Z =  1,2.
Next, we prove
T h e o re m  5.1 .
(i) The side-pairings $1  and $2 generate discrete torsion-free subgroups Gi 
and G 2  o/Isom H ^ whose fundamental polyhedron is P . Therefore, the 
quotient o f by the action of either of the groups is a complete hyper-
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bolic ^ -m am /oW .
(ii) /G i has seven ends while /G 2 has eight. In  particular, the two 
manifolds are not homeomorphic.
Proof. We use Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. First of all, the m aps defined above really 
do m ap a  side of P  isometrically onto a side of P . To verify this for # 1, notice 
th a t each of its side-pairings o i , . . . ,  ag, c i , . . . ,  C4 , is of the form f  o i s  where 
S is a  side and / ,  which preserves P , is an extension to  Et* of a  Euchdean 
transform ation on R.^. The i s  keeps S  fixed so /  o i s {S)  =  f {S) ,  and / ,  being 
an isometry of P , sends its sides to  some other sides. We proceed similarly for 
the side-pairings 61, d i , . . . ,  <^4 : each of them  is of the form /  o i s ,  bu t /  is now 
an isometry th a t takes P_ to  P+, so it sends sides of P _  to sides of P+. B ut 
the sides B i , D i , . ..  ,D i  are sides of both P_ and P ,  and, likewise, the sides 
.. ,D'^ are sides of both  P+ and P . For the side-pairing (yi and 
z\ are done similarly), compose it with a  reflection in the side X [  to  get an 
isometry of P  whose image of X i  is the same as by Zi. Therefore x i  carries X i  
to  another side of P ,  namely X {. The claim is proved in  the same way for the 
side-pairing $ 2-
R em ark  5 .2 . Consider a  set T  of disjoint horospheres, each centered a t a vertex 
at infinity of P . For the vertex 00 choose, say, the horizontal plane {t =  3}. For 
the other vertices choose horospheres of the same radius tha t is small enough so 
th a t the  horospheres intersect only those sides of P  which contain the center of 
the horosphere. If the  center of a  horosphere is on the boundary of a hyperplane
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s ,  then i s  preserves the horosphere. This combined with an  argum ent like in 
the  preceding paragraph can be used to  show th a t the side pairings and #2  
satisfy the consistent horosphere condition.
Now we check the edge cycle condition for edges of P  and the  two side- 
pairings $ 1  and $ 2- W ith notation as above, we will always have 6  =  1 and 
m  =  1. Hence, the second cycle length wiU always be the same as the  first cycle 
length and they will be 4 and 8 respectively for edges w ith dihedral angles tt/2  
and  7t / 4 . Therefore, the sum of dihedral angles wiU be exactly 2-k .
Firstly, we make sure tha t all edges are in cycles of said length. For all 
edges th a t are intersections of sides based on planes (i.e. ” vertical” sides), this 
check is easy and boils down to  checking the conditions of Poincare’s polyhedron 
theorem  for a  rectangular Euclidean parallelepiped with parallel sides paired by 
Euchdean translations. The check for any of the edges of type Ai D Z i  is also 
straightforward. For all the other edges, we use the diagrams in Figures 4 and 
5 to  simplify and visualize the task  of verifying.
A.X
A.X
A . r A,Y'
A.A
A.A
A.A
A.A
A,Y A.Y
A.CA.D A,D
A,X'
A,CA,C A 3
A,X'
A.D A.DA,C
X.D
X,D
Y’,D Y'.C Y',D
—  C.D —
I
CjD
1
—  B.C —
1
I
C,D
—  C.D —
Y.D Y.C Y.D
X.D
X'.C
X'.D
F ig u r e  3. Representing edges in P  by diagrams
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Notice th a t the intersection of two hyperbolic hyperplanes is a codimension-2 
hyperbolic subspace whose boundary a t infinity is the  intersection of the bound­
aries a t infinity of the hyperplanes. Therefore, every edge E  of P  lies on a 
codimension-2  subspace determined either by the intersection of a  sphere and a 
plane or by the intersection of two spheres in (The spheres and planes are 
the  boundaries a t infinity  of the sides th a t determ ine E .) These intersections 
are circles and they axe represented by segments in Figure 3. The letters next 
to  each segment indicate which side-types have generated the edge represented 
by it. To get the  left and right diagrams we take intersections of planes and 
spheres labeled by the letters in the diagrams and then project them  to  the 
plane {z =  0}. For the middle diagram, we first project to the plane {z  = 0} 
the centers of those pairs of spheres whose labels are listed in  it. Then we take 
the  perpendicular bisector of the line joining those centers. To account for all 
the  edges, we need several of these diagrams (Figure 4). Edge chasing for $ i  
and $ 2  is now performed on Figures 4 and 5 respectively. All edges in one cycle 
in each horizontal component of the pictures are labeled with the same letter. 
Some are not labeled because their cycles are s im ilar to  other labeled cycles. 
Also, Figure 5 omits some of the edges because their cycles axe the same as for 
$ 1 .
For example, choose the edge A \ C\ A 2 . The edge chase, yielding the cycle 
labeled o in upper part of Figure 4 is
Ai n A2 A'2 n Ai Ai n Ai A2 n Ai Ai n A2.
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Jd
P
P
K
f < l V
i'
g e e
k k
F ig u r e  4. Edge chase for 
As another example, choose the  edge A i H D i. The edge chase, yielding the  
cycle labeled k  in lower part of Figure 4 is
Ai n £>1 A  Di n A'^  As n Di ^  Dg n Ai Ai n Di.
Next, we check th a t for transformations g i , . .. ,§q obtained by edge-chasing 
we have gqO- ■ As before, gi = fiOVi,  where f i  is the extension to
of a Euchdean transform ation on and ri is either a  reflection in a  hyperplane 
containing Ei or the identity. Let f  = fqO ■ ■ ■ o f i .  It is not difficult to see th a t 
/  is always orientation preserving. Clearly gqO ■ ■ ■ o gi\s^ =  and it will be
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Kt
K
\
V
V
c> c’
ke
fI 1
h
F ig u r e  5. Edge chase for $2 
enough to show that /  =  1. We will need the following easy lemma.
L e m m a  5 .3 . Let f  be a nontrivial orientation-preserving Euclidean isometry 
of that preserves a circle. Then it is a rotation about a line called the axis 
of f .  Moreover, we have:
(i) I f  we write f  as Ux + u, where U is an orthogonal transformation and 
u Ç R® then the axis of f  is parallel to the axis o f U.
(ii) The axis of f  passes through the center o f the circle and is either in the 
plane of the circle, or perpendicular to it. In the first case, the rotation 
is by angle t t .
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(iii) I f  f  preserves a line I, then its axis either orthogonally intersects I or it 
is that line. □
Let f  = fq o • • ■ o f i  as above and suppose it is nontrivial. In what follows 
we interchangeably view /  as a Euchdean isometry on R® or as a hyperbohc 
isometry of .
We know th a t /  preserves the circle th a t is the  base of the edge E  = E \. 
Also, f  preserves the family of planes V  =  {(æ,y, z )  G R^ [ a; =  4fc +  2 or y =  
Ak+2, A: G Z} because it is a  composite of maps from {®i, 2/ i , , ?o? ?i » ?2 ? •si, •82}-
The rotational part U o f f  is a. composite of m aps from {90, 91, 92, 81 , 62}, each 
of which preserves the  axes li and I2  of 61 and 62 , so U  preserves them  too. 
Now, looking a t possible positions of the circle we get one of the following cases: 
Case 1. W hen E  is one of the sides represented in the lower half of Figure 
4 then, by (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.3, the axis I o f U m ust either have direction 
vector ( ± l , ± l , \ / 2 ) or is in the plane perpendicular to  th a t vector. Since U 
preserves li  and Z2 , by part (iii) of the lemma, bo th  of li and I2 m ust be either 
perpendicular or identical to Z. If Z _L li and I J. I2 , then  I is the z-axis, which 
contradicts the possible positions of Z. If Z is equal to  either Zi or Zg, then  one 
can see th a t the axis of /  is going to pass exactly through the segment tha t 
represents E  in the middle diagram of Figure 3. However, it is clear th a t no 
rotation about these segments can preserve the family of planes V  so we must 
have /  =  1 .
Case 2. W hen E  is one of the sides represented in the upper half of Figure 4
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the axis I o f U  lies, by parts  (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.3, in one of the the planes 
{z =  0} or {y  =  0} or it is the x- or y-axis. Clearly I and I ^  I2 , so applying 
p a rt (iii) of Lemma 5.3 again we get Z J_ Zi and Z _L Zg, which means Z is the 
z-ajds. As long as E  is not of the forms Ci D X i , CiOYi ,  DiC\ X i  or Di Pi Yi the 
center of the circle on which E  is based has odd x and y  coordinates. However, 
a  ro tation about an axis parallel to  z through such points cannot preserve the 
fam ily  of planes V  and we again get /  =  1.
Case 3. In  th e  remaining cases, if E  is of form DiC\ X i  or D i D l i ,  regard 
/  as an isometry of and examine its action on vertices of P  th a t are on E .  
Looking a t Figure 1, it is clear th a t / ,  being by the above a ro tation about an 
axis parallel to z, m ust send vertices th a t are on E  to  points whose either x  or 
y  coordinate falls out of [—2 , 2], a  contradiction with the fact tha t /  preserves 
E .  Finally, if D  is of form  C i H X i  or Ci H Y \  we just compute / :  it is always 
5o =  1 for the  side-pairing $ 1  and it is always g? =  1 for the side-pairing $ 2- 
Thus, we have shown th a t /  =  1 in all possible cases and the edge cycle 
condition has been verified.
Since the consistent horosphere condition is fulfilled by Remark 5.2, we may 
apply theorem 3.1 to get th a t the  groups G\ and C 2 generated by the side- 
pairings #1  and $2  are discrete, and tha t P  is the fundam ental polyhedron for 
bo th  of them . W hat we do not yet know is whether Gi and G2 are torsion-free, 
th a t is, whether E ^/G i, z =  1 ,2  are  hyperbolic manifolds and not ju s t orbifolds.
The check of torsion-freeness utilizes Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.3. For an 
z  €  P  tha t is in  the interior of 3 or 4-sides of P , it is clear tha t u>[x] = 1 . For
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an æ in the interior of 2-sides, this follows from the edge-cycle condition. This 
leaves 0- and 1-sides to  be checked.
F igure  6. Cycles of real vertices
Figure 6 shows the sections of P  for t  =  y/2/2  and z = —Zy/2/2, —y/2j2, 
V ^/2 , Zy/2/2.  These sections contain all the vertices (0-sides) of P.  AH vertices 
in the same cycle (there are only two cycles) are labeled by the same letter — 
the  cycles are the same for both $ i  and $ 2 . Vertices in the cycle labeled a  occur 
as the intersection of four hyperplanes, each pair of which meets at angle 7 t / 2 .  
Normalize P  so th a t a vertex x  from cycle a is the origin in the ball model 
of hyperbolic space. We see tha t the normalized sohd angle a t x is the same as 
the  normalized solid angle at 0 € subtended by the four coordinate planes, 
and th a t is 1/16. Vertices in the cycle labeled b are always intersections of four 
hyperplanes where one pair of them  intersects at angle t t / 4  and aH other pairs 
intersect at angle 7t / 2 . Normalizing as before, we see th a t the normalized solid 
angle a t x  is the same as the one at 0 subtended by the hyperplanes {x 2  =  0},
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{®3 =  0}, {z4 =  0}, {xi — X2 =  0}, and that is 1/32. Since cycles a and b 
contain 16 and 32 points respectively, we are done.
C C
F igure 7. Cycles o f some 1-sides for
Now consider 1-sides. There are three cases depending on whether a  1-side 
F  connects an  ideal and a  real vertex, two ideal vertices, or two real vertices.
For the first case, let F  be a 1-side of P  tha t is a  geodesic half-fine between 
one real and one ideal vertex of P.  If for some x  € in tF  we have w[z] <  1 , 
then X is a  fixed point of some nontrivial g E G. The isometry g must preserve 
F  — otherwise, we would have g{F) f) F  = {x} and this contradicts the  fact 
tha t translates of P  meet only along i-sides. However, this implies tha t the  real
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vertex on F  is fixed under g, a possibility we just proved cannot happen. So, 
we are left with checking 1-sides tha t have as endpoints either both  real or both  
ideal vertices of P.
Every 1-side is the intersection of three different sides of P.  Hence, to  find all 
1-sides with both endpoints real or ideal, we have to find pairs of real or ideal 
vertices lying on the same three sides. Figure 7 schematically depicts those 1- 
sides of P.  A boldface line segment joining the real or ideal vertices indicates 
the existence of a 1-side joining them. The three sides on which the 1-sides lie 
are easily deduced from their position in the picture. (For example, the 1-sides 
labeled c axe intersections of sides labeled by D ’s, X ’s and V ’s.) As before, the  
letters on the 1-sides indicate to which cycle of 1-sides they belong.
F ig u r e  8. Cycles of some 1-sides for $2
It tahes a  bit of checking to see tha t we have found all the needed 1-sides. 
For example, to  see tha t no 1-side joins an ideal vertex in the plane {z  =  0} to 
an ideal vertex in the plane {z  =  \ / 2 } we note tha t every vertex in the  plane
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{z =  0} lies on only one of the B,  C  or D-sides, and some X ,  Y ,  Z  or A-sides, 
while every vertex in the plane {z =  \/2} lies on only one of the A-sides and 
some num ber of B ,  C  or D-sides. Therefore, any pair of vertices from those two 
planes cannot belong to  the  same three sides.
00=1
F ig u r e  9. Cycles of ideal vertices for (top) and $2 (bottom). 
In both cases, the vertex 00 is labeled by 1
The 1-sides in the cycle labeled a axe intersections of three sides meeting 
pairwise at angles t t / 2  (two sides labeled by A and one hy Z) .  Taking an x 
from a  side in the  cycle, and normalizing in so tha t x =  0 and the  three 
sides are the first three coordinate hyperplanes, we see th a t w(z) =  1/8. Since
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there axe 8 1-sides in  the cycle, we get w[z] >  1. O ther cycles are checked in the 
same way. For an æ on a 1-side in the cycles b, c, d, e we get normalized solid 
angles of respectively 1/16, 1 / 8 , 1 / 8 , 1 /8  with 16, 8 , 8 , 8 1-sides in the cycle, 
so u;[x] >  1. Thus, we have proved th a t side-pairings and $ 2  give rise to 
hyperbolic 4-manifolds.
Assertion (ii) of Theorem 5.1 is verified by counting cycles of ideal vertices 
for $ 1  and $ 2  The cycles are shown in Figure 9. □
Thus, we have produced two finite-volume hyperbohc 4-manifolds. Before 
these constructions, the examples of hyperbohc manifolds with dimension higher 
than  three were restricted to constructions via arithm etic groups (see, for exam­
ple, [A2], [Mi]), or via ’’interbreeding” arithmetic groups to  get nonaxithmetic 
ones ([G-P]) and there was only one (compact) example using side-pairings, tha t 
of Davis in [Dj. In  the meantime, other constructions in dimension 4 using side- 
pairings have been done (see [N] and [R-T]) and they have been used to  prove 
interesting theorems.
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6 . H y p e r b o l i c  4 - m a n if o l d s  s h a r in g  a
FUNDAMENTAL POLYHEDRON. THE VOLUME FUNCTION
In th is  section we use the construction of the previous section to  build more 
comphcated noncompact hyperbohc 4-manifolds which will allow us to  prove 
two theorem s.
Choose a  positive integer n,  and let Q i , . . . ,  be n  copies of the polyhedron 
P . Call each of them  a  block. To each block, assign either o f the side-pairings 
$ 1  or $ 2  and call it a block of type or # 2- Now form a  new polyhedron Q 
by attaching side Z i of Qi to  side Z[ of Q i _ i ,  i =  2 , . . . ,  n ,  i.e. by stringing the 
blocks together in  a linear fashion in the direction of the z-axis. If the rectangle 
R  and the  spheres defined in §5 are thought to  represent the polyhedron P , then 
all the translates of R  and the spheres by 4 \ / 2 j  in the z-direction, j  =  1 , . . .  , n —1 
wiU represent the  polyhedron Q.
Q has on it a  side-pairing induced by the side-pairings on each block. Clearly, 
the sides th a t were attached have vanished, so they don’t  fall under this rule: 
the  remaining sides Z i of Qi and Z[ of Qn are paired by the translation A 
m om ent’s reflection convinces us tha t the side-pairing on Q generates a  torsion- 
free group G —  the proof is basically an n-fold repetition of the proof of the 
same result for the side-pairings and $ 2- Except for i-sides, i  =  0 ,1 ,2 , tha t
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are contained in the sides Z[ of Qi and Z i of Qn, all the  cycles are ju st inherited 
cycles from pairings on each block. The special cases are easily dealt with — 
they follow patterns established for and $ 2
How many cycles of vertices at infinity does Q w ith the side-pairing just 
defined have? Let there be k  blocks of type $1  and n  — k blocks of type $2  
am ong Q i , . . . , Qn- Starting with Q i , . . . ,  Qi, adding a block of type $1  onto 
Qi win add three new cycles of vertices at infinity: there are seven cycles on 
$ 1  bu t four fall into cycles already existing on Similarly, adding
a  block of type $ 2  adds four new cycles of vertices a t infinity. It is now easy 
to  see th a t Q wiU have A + Zk + 4(n — k) = 4i + 4n  — k  cycles of vertices at 
infinity. We have complete freedom of choice for k,  so by varying k  from 0 to  
n  we can get m anifolds with anywhere from 4 -f 3n to  4 -f 4n ends. Therefore, 
we have obtained a t least n  4- 1 nonhomeomorphic m anifolds with the same 
fundam ental polyhedron Q. (We likely get many more, since we completely 
ignored the various orderings of blocks of the two types tha t are possible when 
constructing Q.) This yields
T h e o re m  6 .1 . Given any number N , there exist more than N  nonhomeomor­
phic, noncompact, complete hyperbolic of finite volume that share
the same fundamental polyhedron in . In particular, they have the same vol­
ume.
The last claim of the theorem is especially interesting in light of W ang’s the­
orem (Theorem 2.2). Its coroUaxy is th a t only finitely many different manifolds
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may have the same volume — our theorem shows th a t there is no bound on the  
num ber of manifolds having the same volume. In dimension 3, the same theo­
rem  has been proven by Wielenberg (see [Wi2]) for the noncompact case, and by 
Apanasov and Gutsul ([A-G]) for the compact one. In  both papers, for JV’s th a t 
can be made arbitrarily leirge, polyhedra are constructed in EP and different 
side-pairings are given on them  whose quotient spaces are N  nonhomeomorphic 
hyperbolic manifolds.
To get volume of the manifolds obtained from P  using either of the  side- 
pairings $ 1  or $ 2, we just need to , by the Gauss-Bonnet formula (Theorem 2.3), 
com pute their Euler characteristic . (Since they share a  fundam ental polyhedron, 
they have the same volume, so it is enough to  compute the Euler characteristic 
for one of them.)
F irst, we prove a  lemma to assist us in finding the Euler characteristic.
Recall tha t for a  finite CW-complex X , %(X) may be computed either as an 
alternating sum of the numbers of i-ceUs in X , or as the alternating sum  of the 
ranks of the i-th  homology groups of X .
Let P  be a finite-sided n-dimensional hyperbohc polyhedron with a  side- 
pairing defined on it. Now let X  be the CW-complex obtained from P  in the 
obvious way, with 0-ceUs the real and ideal vertices of P , 1-cells the  1-sides of P  
together with their points a t infinity, and so on. Then X  inherits identifications 
by side-pairings of P , which give rise to  a quotient space F , also a  CW-complex 
(even if P  yields a  manifold by identification, Y  will not be one). We then have
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L em m a 6 .2 . I f  M  is obtained from  a side-pairing of P  and Y  is as above, then
x(Af) =  x (y )  — number o f ends of M .
In other words, we may compute directly from the polyhedron by taking
the alternating sum of numbers o f cycles o f i-sides and ignoring the cycles o f 
ideal vertices.
Proof. We see th a t Y  = M  U V , where V is a disjoint union of cones over 
Euclidean manifolds th a t axe the boundary of M , so th a t M  n  V" is a  disjoint 
union of Euclidean manifolds. Consider the  absolute Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
for M  and V  (see [Do, Proposition 8.15]). Enum erate the term s so th a t the fe-th 
homologies of M  U V , the sum of M  and V,  and M  fl V  correspond to  indices Zk, 
36  4-1 and 3 6 4-2 respectively (6  >  0 ). Let Cj and Zj denote respectively the rank 
of the j-th. term  and the rank of the kernel of the homomorphism joining the  
j - th  and the (j — l)-st terms of the  sequence. By exactness of th a t sequence we 
have Cj =  Zj- i  4- Zj. Use this equality to see tha t ^ ( - I j ^ c g t  — l)*'c3fc+i 4- 
X )(-l)* 'c3fc+2 =  0, which is exactly %(M U V) -  (%(M) 4- x(U )) 4- %(M n U) =  
0. Since V  is contractible, x(U ) =num ber of components of U =num ber of of 
boundary components of M . The fact tha t M fl V is a  disjoint union of Euchdean 
manifolds imphes x { ^  n  V) =  0 which yields the desired formula. □
Now we just have to  count cycles of i-sides for $%. The polyhedron P  from §5 
has one 4-side, 36 3-sides, 168 2-sides, 216 1-sides and 48 real 0-sides. Each 3-side 
is paired to  exactly one other one, which yields 18 cycles of 3-sides. Among 2- 
sides, there are 24 with dihedral angle 7t / 4 , giving 3 cycles, and 144 with dihedral
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angle tt/ 2, yielding 36 cycles. Among 1-sides, there are 80 with normalized sohd 
angle 1/16 giving 5 cycles and 136 with normalized solid angle 1/8, yielding 17 
cycles. From Figure 6 we know there are 2 cycles of 0-vertices. Thus, % ( f /$ i )  =  
2 -  (17 -I- 5) -h (36 -I- 3) -  18 - f  1 =  2, so V o l(P /$ i) =  2 ■ 47r^/3.
R em ark  6 .3 . Note th a t the same reasoning as in the above paragraph may be 
used to see tha t, when the side-pairing of an re-polyhedron P  yields a manifold 
M , x (M ) depends only on the alternating sum of normalized solid angles of P  
over all the i-sides of P .  In particular, it doesn’t  depend on the side-pairing 
of P .  Indeed, the sum of normalized sohd angles for each cycle of an i-side is 
exactly 1, which is contributed to  the count of cycles of i-sides.
Now we can easily compute the volume the manifold obtained from  any of 
the side-pairings of Q  described above. The volume of such a  manifold is the 
same as Vol Q, and Vol Q = n -  Vol P  =  2 n -  4%^/3. This gives us
T h e o re m  6 .4 . The set o f all volumes o f hyperbolic contains the
even multiples o/4w ^/3.
As rem arked in the introduction, RatcBffe and Tschantz have shown th a t the 
set of all volumes of hyperbohc 4-manifolds is the set of all multiples of 47t^/3. 
Using side-pairings on a certain polyhedron, they first construct a  hyperbohc 
manifold M  with Euler characteristic 1 and show th a t its first homology group 
has nonzero first B etti number. This imphes tha t it has coverings of arbitrary 
index t, whose volume is, of course, i • Vol(M).
I t is interesting to  consider the function V  (re) =  the num ber of hyperbohc
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4-manifolds with volume n  ■ 4%^/3. The construction a t the  beginning of this 
section gives V[2n) > n  -b 1. The count tha t we used was pretty  rough — there 
are probably m any more manifolds obtained from Q by the various side-pairings 
th an  n  +  1. We get 2” examples, but cyclic perm utations of an assignment of 
pairings and $ 2  to the  n  blocks will clearly yield the same manifold. It may 
yet tu rn  out th a t V{2n) > 2 " /n .
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7 .  A  GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION
In  this section we analyze the construction of the manifolds in the previous 
section from a  gluing-of-manifolds perspective. In the process, we prove a con­
venient theorem along the lines of Poincare’s polyhedron theorem, telling us 
when a  hyperplane tha t intersects a  fundamental polyhedron projects down to  
an  embedded totally geodesic surface.
Let M  = I P /G ,  where G is a  discrete torsion-free subgroup of IsomH” . A 
totally geodesic hypersurface is a  subset N  C M  so tha t for every x ,y  Ç. N  
every geodesic connecting x  and y  is also contained in N . We are interested in 
embedded totally geodesic hypersurfaces which are the ones for which p~^{N ) 
is a  disjoint union of hyperplanes in BP, where p  : BP —^ M i s  the standard 
projection. Let H  be one of those hyperplanes, and J  C G its stabilizer in 
G, tha t is the subgroup J  =  G h  =  {j € G [ j{H ) = H }. Then H  is precisely 
invariant under J ,  i.e. g{H) =  H  when g Ç. J  and g{H)C\H = 0 when g E G \ J .  
In  particular, we want to  look at some hypersurfaces with Vol N  < oc, so they 
will correspond to subgroups G h  C G that act on a hyperplane H  as a. hyperbohc 
lattice.
Conversely, we may start with a subgroup J  C G and a  hyperplane H  pre­
cisely invariant under J .  Then H /J  is an embedded totally geodesic hypersur-
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face in M .
Let M i — ElP/Gi, where Gi is generated by the side-pairing $ i, i =  1,2, 
and let H  be the  supporting hyperplane of side Z i of the polyhedron P . Sup­
pose we know th a t H  is precisely invariant under the subgroup J  C G i ,  J  =  
(u i ,0 2 , 2 1 , 3 2 )- Then H / J  is a two-sided totally geodesic hypersurface in M i 
and we m ay cut M i along this hypersurface to get a  connected manifold M[ 
th a t has two boundary components which are isometric 3-dimensional hyper­
bolic m anifo lds given by H / J .  We may do the same -with M 2  to  get M^ which 
is also connected (the subgroup J  in question doesn’t  change).
F igure 10. The planes H i  in the polyhedron Q
Now let M  =  /G , where G is a  subgroup generated by any of the  side-
pairings of the polyhedron Q  defined in the previous section. We identify the 
block Q i  with P  and its side-pairing with # 1  or $ 2- Let Hi be the hyperplane
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supporting the side Z\ of the block Qi, i =  1 , . . .  ,72. So, Hi =  and it
is kept invariant by the subgroup J i C G, Ji =  (see Figure 10).
Suppose we know tha t Hi is precisely invariant under the subgroup Ji C G . 
Then we may cut M  along the hypersurfaces H i/  Ji. The hyperplanes Hi are 
exactly the ones th a t separate the polyhedron Q into blocks Q i, . . . ,  Qn (see 
Figure 10). Under identification of paired sides, we see th a t each block yields 
a submanifold of type M{ or Mg. Therefore, after cutting along H i/J i, i = 
1 , . . .  ,72, we wiU get n  pieces, each isometric to  either M( or Mg. Thus, we will 
have shown
P ro p o s it io n  7 .1 . Any o f the manifolds constructed in%6 are obtained by glu­
ing 72 copies o f either M [ or Mg so that each copy o f M[ or Mg is glued to 
another copy along one o f their two totally geodesic boundaries i.e. they are 
strung together in a circular fashion. Here M{ and Mg are manifolds that we 
obtain by cutting hyperbolic j^-manifolds M \ and Mz along a totally geodesic 
hypersurface. □
R e m a rk  7 .2. Let Goi, i =  1,2 be the subgroup generated by the same genera­
tors as Gi, but with zi omitted. Then, by using M askit’s combination theorems 
(see theorems 6.19 and 6.24 in [A2]) and fairly standard  arguments (see, for 
example, [A3]) it is possible to  show that
G =  f o o i .  ;  * •
\  J2 Js  J n  /  2"
Here * denotes the free product with amalgamation, while the last * is the
Ji
HNN-extension of the free amalgamated product in the parentheses by z f , where
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z" conjugates subgroups J\ and z” Jiz^ The index n  is 1 or 2 depending on 
w hether the block Qk is of type or # 2-
R em ark  7 .3 . The hyperbolic 3-manifold H /J  has been described by Wielen- 
berg, see Example 3 in [Wil]. It is the complement of a certain four-component 
link in S^. Thus, we are gluing 4-manifolds along boundaries tha t are link 
complements in 5®.
The only thing left to  do is to  verify tha t the  hyperplanes H-n are
precisely invariant, respectively, under the subgroups J, J i , . . . ,  Jn  C G. To this 
end we use the technical theorem stated  below.
T h e o re m  7 .4 . Let P  be a fundamental polyhedron for a discrete group G C 
Isom(H” ) that is generated by some side-pairing o f P .  Let H  be a hyperplane in
so that intg(jFf f lP )  0 and let J  be a subgroup o f G that keeps H  invariant. 
Assum e the following three conditions hold:
(1) H  C\ P  is a fundamental polyhedron for the action of J  in H.
(2) I f  H  contains a side S  o f P  and s is the side-pairing corresponding to S  
then s (H)  7  ^H.
(3) Suppose H  contains an edge E  of P .  Let { a  =  {E i,S i,R i,g i)}i= i^ 2 ... 
be the sequence obtained by the edge-chase corresponding to E  as in the 
edge cycle condition. (That is, E \ = E , Si and R i are the sides that 
determine E i, E{ = SiC\ R i, gi{Ei) =  Ei+i and gi is the side-pairing 
that pairs R i and Si+ i.) Let a  be the angle between H  and S i and let 
9i be the dihedral angle o f P  at the edge Ei. I f  another edge Ei+i in the
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cycle o f E  is contained in H  and (3 is the angle between H  and Si, then 
0\-\-------\- 6i -r — a  = kir must be satisfied for some integer k.
Then H  is precisely invariant under J .
Proof. Let f  E G  and suppose tha t K  — f { H )  fl i f  0. We want to  show th a t 
f  Ç. J .  There are three cases depending on how K  intersects the elements of 
the tiling {^(P), g € G}.  We will repeatedly use the  fact th a t H  C U^gj j ( P )  
and f { H )  C Ujgj’/ j ( P )  which follows from the assumption th a t P  H P  is a 
fundam ental polyhedron for J  in. H.
Case 1. There exists an  x € i f  so th a t x E int p (P ) for some g E G. Since 
X €  H , there m ust be a translate  of P  under J  tha t contains x. The only possible 
candidate is g, so we conclude g ^  J . Likewise, since x € f {H) ,  there is a  j  € J  
so th a t X E f j { P) -  But this can only happen if f j  = g, so f  =  gj~^  E J.
Case 2. There exists an x E i f  th a t is contained in the interior of a  side 
R  of some translate of P . Then R  is common to  exactly two translates of 
P .  If P  is not contained in H  then H  cuts into the interior of both of those 
translates. Again, the parts of H  th a t are in the interiors of these translates 
m ust be covered by translates of P  under J  so the translates abutting R  axe of 
form  j ( P )  and j ' {P)  for some j ,  j '  E J.  Furthermore, there m ust be a  j "  E J  so 
th a t X E f j " {P) -  Since x is in only two translates of P , this means tha t either 
f j "  = j  or f j "  = j ' .  In both  cases we get /  E J .
If, on the other hand, H  does contain R,  then at least one of the two translates 
of P  abutting R  is of form j ( P ) ,  j  E J-  Assuming f { H)  ^  H  gives us tha t f {H)
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intersects the interior of j{P)-  The portion of f { H )  in int j (P )  m ust be in some 
f j ' { P )  for some j '  6  J  so we get f j '  =  j ,  which forces /  E J ,  contradicting 
f { H )  ^  H.  Therefore f {H)  =  H.  Now the two translates of P  th a t abut R  are 
of form  j { P)  and js~ ^ (P ), where s is the side-pairing of the side S  for which 
j {S )  =  R.  One of those translates is also of form f j ' { P )  for some j '  G J .  If 
f j '  =  j  then  f  Ç. J.  The other case, f j '  =  js~ ^  implies s = j ' ~ ^ f ~ ^ j ,  so s 
preserves H.  This, however, contradicts assumption (2), because H  contains 5 , 
since R  C H,  S  = j~^{R)  and j~^{H)  = H.
Cast 3. If neither case 1 nor 2 occurs, we get th a t K  is contained in translates 
of edges of P ,  which are {n  — 2)-dimensional. Since dim K  > n  —2 we get th a t 
K  m ust be (n  — 2)-dimensional, which implies f { H )  ^  H.  Furtherm ore, there 
exists an X G üf and an edge E'  of some g{P)  so th a t x is in the interior of E' .  As 
before, one of the translates of P  tha t contains x m ust be of the form j ( P ) .  Move 
everything by j~^  so tha t x is now on an edge P  of P  and E  C j ~ ^ f { H )  fl H.  
The translates of P  th a t abut E  axe P ,  gjj^{P), g f ^ g 2 ^ { P ) , , so as before, 
there m ust be a j '  G J  and an integer I so tha t j ~ ^ f j '  = g ï ^  o • • • o But 
then j~' ^ f{H)  = j ~ ^ f j ' { H )  = g î ^  o - ■ ■ o s o  E  C g ï ^  o ■ ■ ■ ogj ' ' ^{H)nH.  
F ro m P  C gjj^o- ■ ■ogj'^{H) we get th a t Ei+i = gio - ■ - ogi[E)  C P ,  so Ei+i is in 
the cycle of P  and is contained in H. Let be the 2-dimensional orthogonal 
complement of K  through x. The intersections of translates of P  th a t abut P  
w ith K-^ are angles with rays emanating from a single vertex x. Intersections 
of H  and o • • • o gj'^{H)  with K-^ are two hnes and the angle between them  
is 9i + ••■ + 6i + (3 — a.  Condition (3) now says th a t this angle is kn,  so the
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lines are identical and so axe the hyperplanes th a t they represent. From here 
it follows th a t f { H )  =  if ,  a  contradiction with f { H )  ^  H.  Therefore, case 3 
never occurs and /  € J  hy cases 1 and 2 . □
Actually, we proved
C orollary 7 .5 . Theorem 7-4 is valid for g C Isom X , where X  =  R ” or 5 ” .
Proof. The proof of Theorem 7.4 did not use any hyperbohc space-specific prop­
erties, only the fact tha t P  was a fundamental polyhedron. Therefore it also 
applies in the other two constant curvature settings, tha t is, for fundam ental 
polyhedra of discrete isometry groups of the n-sphere and Euchdean n-space. □
R em ark  7.6 . Notice tha t the group G  iu the theorem did not have to  be 
torsion-free. However, if H  contains an edge of P , condition (3) allows the 
num ber k th a t was defined iu the edge cycle condition to  only be 1 or 2 .
E xam p les. We give several apphcations of the theorem  th a t include the  claims 
of precise invariantness needed for Proposition 7.1. AU except example 7.9 have 
as P  the polyhedron defined in §5.
E xam p le 7 .7 . Let G =  Gi or Gj, P = th e  hyperplane based on the plane 
{z  =  0}, J  =  (x i ,2/1 , 0 3 , 04). Clearly H  is invariant under J .  By applying (now 
in dimension 3) Poincare’s polyhedron theorem to  H  D P  and  restrictions of x i ,  
2/1 , 0 3 , 04 to  H  we m ay easUy see tha t i f  fl P  is a  fundam ental polyhedron for J  
in i f .  (Here conditions (2) and (3) from the theorem do not apply.) Therefore, 
i f / J  is a totaUy geodesic hypersurface embedded in M i or M 2.
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E x a m p le  7 .8 . Let C? =  Gi or Gg, H  = Z \ and J  =  01 , 02)- As in
Example 7.7 we check th a t HC\P is a. fundamental polyhedron for J  in  H.  Here 
we also need to verify condition (3) of Theorem 7.4. (Condition (2) clearly holds.) 
Taking; for example, E  = Z i f )A i  whose cycle is { Z i OA i ,  A '^n Z i, Z^CiAs, Ag D 
Z j , }  we see tha t a  =  0, 1 =  1 and j3 =  tt/2 , s o  condition (3) is satisfied. Using 
Theorem  7.4 gives us th a t H / J  is a. totally geodesic hypersurface embedded in 
M l  or M 2 .
E x a m p le  7 .9. I t is now easy to see tha t the hyperplanes H i , . . . , H n  (in above 
notation) are precisely invariant under the subgroups J i , . . . , J n  C G.  The 
proof for Hi  and J i  corresponds to  the one in Example 7.8, while the other 
cases correspond to Example 7.7. This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1.
E x a m p le  7 .10. Let G =  Gi or G2 and let Hi ,  Hz be the hyperplanes based 
respectively on the planes { x —y =  0} and { x + ÿ  =  0}. We may use Theorem 7.4 
to  verify th a t Hi is precisely invariant under {a2 ,a 4^,ae,bi,d2 ,d 4 , y i x i )  and th a t 
Hz is precisely invariant under {ai ,az ,a 5 , b i , d i , d z , y ^ ^ x i y  Again, condition 
(1) of Theorem 7.4 is verified by the Poincare polyhedron theorem in d im ension  
3. Note th a t condition (3) of tha t same theorem apphes.
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s. H y p e r b o l i c  m a n if o l d s  a s  c o d im e n s io n -A: c o m p l e m e n t s
The m aterial th a t follows had as its inspiration two sources. One is the  fact 
th a t m any noncompact hyperbolic 3-manifolds are, topologically, complements 
of links inside 5®. Thus, one could hope noncompact hyperbohc 4-manifolds to 
be complements of surfaces inside some closed 4-manifold (say 5^).
The other source was an early attem pt at a  construction of a  hyperbolic 4- 
manifold, similar to  the ones in §5. That “example” had as one of its boundaries 
the  Hantzsche-W endt manifold described in §4. For the manifold
it could easily be seen th a t it was not an 5^-bundle, so it could not be the 
boundary of a  tubular neighborhood of any surface, which was necessary in 
order to be able to  think of the hyperbolic manifold as the complement of th a t 
surface.
This led to  the investigation of the general question; when may we think 
of a noncompact hyperbohc {n + l)-manifold M as a complement of a closed 
codimension-fe submanifold A  inside a closed (n -}-1)-manifold N?  (Note th a t 
dim M  = n  + 1 now, since most of what follows will concern the flat manifolds 
th a t bound M and so those will have dimension n.) We assume th a t A  has as 
many components as there are ends of M. This is to  rule out the following 
type of situation th a t we do not want to consider: let fc =  1 and let M  be
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bounded by two bomeomorphic flat manifolds E  = E \ = E 2  — then we may 
glue the boundary components together to  get a  closed N  in  which M  wül be 
a  complement of E . If Jlf =  JV — ^  we will say th a t M  is a codimension-k 
complement.
First, it is clear th a t whether M  is a  codimension-fc complement wiU depend 
only on the ends of M , i.e. on the flat manifolds bounding it. Secondly, if 
every manifold bounding M  is an 5*'“ ^-bundle then M  is easily seen to  be a 
codimension-6  complement. Consider one of the  ends E  x [0,00) C M , and let 
it be an 5*'~^-bundle over a  manifold B  with p : E  B  the  bundle projection. 
Then construct the disc bundle P  =  E  x [0,1] U A/{{x,  1) ~  p(®)): this will be 
a  compact {n + l)-manifold with d P  =  E  and we will have E  x [0,00 ) = P  — B. 
By gluing P , in any chosen way, to  M  — (E  x (0 ,00 ) along their boundaries (E  
is the boundary of M  — {E x  (0 ,00)) we wiU have ’filled in ’ one end of M.  We 
can do the same for every end of M  to  get a closed manifold N  inside which M  
will be a  complement of the union of E ’s.
More importantly, the converse to this observation holds. Before we state it, 
we recall a  fact tha t will be used several times (see [S, Theorem 7.2.10]).
Fibration homotopy sequence. Let E  be a  fiber bundle (or, more generally a 
fibration) over B  with fiber P . Then there exists a  map d  so that the sequence
. . . —^ TT^ P —>■ TT^ E  y TZiB — TTi—l P  — . . . ,
is exact, where P  A- E  is the inclusion and E  A  E  is the projection.
P ro p o s it io n  8 .1 . Assume that M  = N  — A. Let B  be any component o f A  and
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E  X [0, o o )  the end of M  corresponding to B . I f n  ^  4 then E  is an S ’‘ ^-bundle 
over B .
Proof. F irst consider the  case n  ^  3,4. Set Eq = E  x[Q, o o ) ,  where E  x [0, oo) is 
the end of M  corresponding to B.  Now B l ) { E x  (0, oo)) is an open neighborhood 
of B , so there is a  tubular neighborhood V of jB tha t is contained in  it. We can 
write V  — B  = F  X  [0,1] where F  is the boundary of V.  Let Fq = F  x  [0,1). 
Since F  is compact, there is an s G [0, oo) so th a t F  C  E  x  [0,s). Similarly, 
by compactness of E ,  there is a  f € (0,1) so tha t E  x  {s} C F  x  [0,t). Let 
Es = E  X [s, oo) and Ft = F  x  [f, 1). We clearly have Ft C Es C Fq <Z E q. Let 
i  denote the inclusion of any of those sets to  any of its supersets. Notice th a t 
there exist retractions Eq -4- E ,  and Fq A  Ft. Define g : Eg Ft hy  setting 
g = Es  A  Fo A  F t. We show th a t g and f  = Ft Es induce isomorphisms 
on all homotopy groups. Really, Ft -U Es Ft = Ft Es Fq Ft = 
Hence, =  1 so gr, is surjective and /* is injective. On the  other hand, 
g* =  PgEs -A  TTgFo - A  TTgFt- Clearly r* is an isomorphism and i ,  is injective 
being the  first m ap in the composite rrgEs A  tt^Fq A  tt^Fq which is an 
isomorphism. Therefore, g» is bijective from which it follows tha t g» and /* are 
inverses of each other.
To finish the proof, we apply Farrell and Hsiaing’s theorem (Theorem 4.2): 
since E  is flat, it is aspherical, and we have tTjF =  rVgFt = PgEs = rtgE. 
Therefore, F  is an aspherical n-manifold with the same fundeimental group as 
E,  so it must be homeomorphic to  E.
If n  =  3, we just need to show th a t F  is irreducible. But F  is the boundary of
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a regular neighborhood of the codimfc manifold B , so it is an S*'"^-bundle over 
B,  k  = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . Hence, F  is either 5^, an -bundle over S^,  an -bundle over 
a surface B  or an B°-bundle over a 3-manifold B. The first two cases and the 
th ird  for B  =  or are ruled out by using the fibration homotopy sequence 
since ttiF  contains a  free abelian group of rank three. Continuing w ith the 
th ird  case, all surfaces B  except or have as their universal cover. Let 
r 2  A  B  be the covering map. We form the pullback bundle p*F  and notice 
th a t it also a covering of F.  However, p*F = M.^  x  due to  contractibHity of 
R^. The universal cover of R^ x is R^ and it is easy to  see th a t the composite 
R2 —>• p*P  P  is a  covering map. Therefore, the  universal cover of P  is R^, so 
P  m ust be irreducible. The fourth case is dealt with as in Proposition 12.1.
We have shown tha t in all cases E  = F,  and P  is the boundary of a  regular 
neighborhood of a  codimfc manifold B , hence an B^'^^-bundle. □
The next proposition shows th a t M  can only be a codimension-1 and -2 
complement, since flat manifolds can only be 5° and 5^-bundles.
P r o p o s i t io n  8 .2 . Let E  be a flat manifold that is a fiber bundle over some 
manifold with fiber S \  the l-dimensional sphere. Then
(i) The number I must be 0 or 1.
(ii) When 1 = 1, the map induced by inclusion of a selected fiber i ,  : 7Ti5  ^ —>■ 
TTiP is injective and the image t , ( 7Ti5 ^) is a normal subgroup o / t t iP .
Proof, (i). The universal cover of E  is R ” . If E  were fibered by spheres S f  Z >  2, 
each fiber would by virtue of tti 5*^  =  1 lift to an embedding R ”’ and we
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would get a  fibering of R ” by Z-spheres. This contradicts a  result of Borel and 
Serre (see [B-S]) which says th a t E.” cannot be a  fiber bundle with any compact 
fiber other th an  a  point.
(ii). Assuming tha t fibers of E  are circles, suppose th a t z* : t^ i E  is
not injective. Since tti E  is torsion-free, the image of a generator of tti must 
be 1 G iziE . Then we can lift E  to  s. map 5^ R ". Doing this for every
fiber would give us a  fibration of R ” by circles, again contradicting [B-S]. Hence, 
i* is injective. The last claim follows from the  fibration homotopy sequence, 
since z,(7Ti5 ^) is the kernel of ttiJS ttiB . □
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9 .  H y p e r b o l i c  m a n i f o l d s  a s  c o d i m e n s i o n - 2  c o m p l e m e n t s .
A CRITERION FOR FLAT MANIFOLDS TO BE 5^-BUNDLES
We first trea t the case =  2, as this is the analogue of the  much-investigated 
case of hyperbohc structure on liulc complements. Thus, we m ust consider when 
a flat n-manifold jB is an 5^-bundle. The following theorem  gives a  useful 
criterion.
T h e o re m  9 .1 . Let E  = R ’^ /G he a compact fiat n-manifold, where G is a 
discrete subgroup of Isom R ” . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) E  is an -bundle over some base manifold B .
(Ü) There is an element f  E G so that ( / )  is a normal subgroup o f G and 
for every g E G, g ’‘ E ( / )  implies g E ( / ) .
Furthermore, i f  4 ,5  and (i) holds, the manifold B  is homeomorphic to a fiat 
manifold.
Proof. (i)=>(ii). Assume jB is an -bundle over B. Let /  be a  generator for 
C ttijB. Proposition 8.2 tells us th a t ( / )  is norm al in G =  ttiE.  The 
second part of condition (ii) is equivalent to  G / ( /)  being torsion-free. Since 
GI  ( / )  =  7TiH, we need to check th a t n \ B  is torsion-free.
The fibration homotopy sequence for ^  E  B  together with Proposition
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8.2(ii) gives immediately th a t =  0 for A: >  2. It foUows th a t the  universal 
cover B  of B  is also aspherical and ttiB  =  1. W hitehead’s theorem  then tells 
us th a t B  is contractible. If ttiB  had a  finite order element, it would have an 
element of prime order. This would give a deck transformation 6 on B  of prime 
order. However, a  theorem of P.A. Smith asserts th a t a  prime order homeomor- 
phism of a contractible space m ust have a fixed point, which contradicts b being 
a  deck transformation. Hence, ttiB  cannot have any torsion and we are done.
(ii)=^(i). Assume condition (ii) holds. We will construct a  flat manifold B  
over which E  fibers with fibers S^.  First of all, /  m ust be a  translation. This 
is true because the normality of ( / )  imphes tha t /  has at most two conjugates 
and the subset of translations of G  is characterized by the property th a t 
they have finitely many conjugates (see §4).
Let f {x )  =  X  +  V .  g E  G  and we write g{x) =  A x  +  a, then u is an 
eigenvector of A  by normality of ( /)  in G. Really, gfg~^  =  reads as 
A{A~^x — A~^a  +  u) +  a  =  x ± i ; i n  coordinates, so Av  =  ±v.
Since every A  is orthogonal, the action of G on R"' sphts into a product 
action: choose an orthonorm al basis { e i , . . . ,  e^} so th a t ei || v. Then A x  +  a 
may be written as
■±1 0 ■ XI
+
ai
0 A' x' a'
where x i, ai 6  R, x ',a ' G R ”“  ^ and A' is an (n — 1) x (n — 1) orthogonal m atrix.
Let H  C lsom R ” “  ^be the subgroup of elements of form A 'x ' +  a' where each 
such was obtained from an element g E G as above. Then H  is discrete since 
G is discrete and we have a  homomorphism tt : G -> B . Furtherm ore, H  acts
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freely on R ” “ .^ Indeed, suppose there is an element h £ H  with a  fixed point. 
By normalizing we may assume th a t the fixed point is 0 and h{x')  =  A 'x '. An 
element g £ G so th a t Tr{g) = h m ust have form
1 0 ■ Xl +
ai
0 A' x' 0
(A —1 in the upper left corner is ruled out by the fact tha t a' = 0 and g has no 
fixed points.) Since A'  has finite order, there is a  fc so th a t p^(z) =  æ + Aei. Now 
by discontinuity of action of G  the translations g^ and /  must be commensurate, 
tha t is, there are numbers I and m  so tha t =  / ^ .  The second p a rt of (ii) now 
implies g € ( / ) ,  which gives A'  =  / ,  tha t is, h =  1. Let us note here th a t the  
preceding argum ent also shows th a t if we pick x  G R ", x =  (x i, « ') and a  small 
enough ball U C R ””  ^ centered a t x'  on which H  acts freely, then 17 x R  C 
is precisely invariant under ( / )  in  G.
Let B  =  R ”“ ^/7f. Since H  is discrete and acts freely is a fiat
manifold. Furthermore, it is compact, because the subgroup of translations in 
H  has rank n  — 1 .
Now let q : R " —> R ”“  ^ be the  standard projection. We define p  : R ”/  G —>• 
R 7i - i / j y  pjgjj _  [ç(x)|. This is clearly well defined and FJ is an S'^-bundle over 
B.  Really, an open ball V in B  is covered by a  union of disjoint open balls in 
R n - i  one of them  and nam e it U. We showed above th a t 17 x R is precisely
invariant under ( /)  in G. Therefore, p~^{V)  =  U x R /G  =  U x R /  {f) = V x  S^.
To prove the last statem ent: assume (i), then (ii) is satisfied. The proof of
(ii)=>(i) produces a fiat manifold B'  over which FJ is an -bundle. This m ay
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not be the same as the m anifold B,  since the fibering of E  could be different (the 
preimages of points in the  fibering R” —>• B \  described above, are straight lines, 
while there is no assumption on the preimages of points in the fibering R ” —> B).  
However, from the proof it is easy to see tha t t t iB  = -kiE/  ( / )  =ttiB*.  We now 
combine this w ith Theorem 4.2 to get B  =  B '. Notice th a t to  get the result for 
n  =  4 (i.e. dim B  =  3) we should also show that B  is irreducible, which we have 
not yet been able to  do. □
R e m a rk  9 .2 . After proving the theorem, the author found out th a t direction
(ii)=>(i) has been proven in greater generality by Vasquez ([V]): if L  C i f  is a 
subgroup of the  maximal abelian subgroup % of G so th a t G / L  is torsion-free, 
then  E  is a, ra n k i- to ru s  bundle over the flat manifold R"~^®’“^ '^/(G /I/).
The following is easily extracted from the proof of Theorem 9.1:
C o ro lla ry  9 .3 . Let E  =  R” /G  be a compact flat n-manifold that is an S^- 
hundle over a manifold B . I f  f {x )  = x + v is the element that corresponds to 
the loop given by a fiber, and g{x) = Ax  -1- a is any element o f G, where A  ^  I  
and a E ker(v4 — I), then Av  =  ± v  and a)l[v.
Proof. We refer to Theorem 9.1 and its proof: we saw that Av = ±u . If A v  =  —v 
then  a, being an eigenvector of A, cannot be parallel to v. If we had A v  =  v and 
a  11 u then some nontrivial power of g would be a translation in the direction of 
V implying g^ G ( /)  and g ^  {f ),  which contradicts (ii). □
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1 0 .  E x a m p le s
In  this section we give some examples of flat manifolds th a t are and some 
th a t are not S^-bundles.
E x a m p le  10 .1 . Up to  affine equivalence, there are 10 compact 3-dimensional 
flat manifolds. Each is of the  form K.®/G, where G is a  discrete, torsion-free 
subgroup of IsomR^. The list of groups G that generate the manifolds may be 
found in  [Wo] or [H-W] and we use the notation of those two sources.
Using Corollary 9 .3, the manifolds R^/Gz, and R^/Gs  are clearly not
5^-bundles since there are nontranslational elements in each group whose ro­
tational part has only a 1-dimensional 1-eigenspace and no (-l)-eigenspaces. 
Then the  translational part of g m ust point in the direction of the 1-eigenspace, 
violating Corollary 9.3.
For Ggi the vectors tha t are ±  1-eigenvectors of the rotational part of every 
g E Ge point in the directions of the three elements of the orthogonal basis 
{ (1 ,1 ,0), (1, —1, 0), (0, 0 , 1)}. However, each of the basis elements is also a  1- 
eigenvector of a rotational p art of some element th a t has 1-eigenspace of dimen­
sion only 1, so as above, R^/Ge is not an 5 ^-bundle.
AU the other flat manifolds are 5 -^bundles over either a torus or a Klein 
bottle, and sometimes both. Clearly R^/Gi =  T® is an 5 ^-bundle. For the other
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flat manifolds, a  geometric argument tha t they axe -bundles wiU be more 
instructive th an  check the criterion from Theorem 9.1. We give arguments for 
R ^ /5 i and while the others axe done similarly.
For b o th  of these groups we may take the cube C  from §4 as the fundam ental 
polyhedron. In  w hat follows, let P  and Q be, respectively, reflections in the 
planes {zg =  0} cind {zg =  0}. The side-pairings th a t generate B\ cire:
s  : { z i  =  — 1 }  -4 -  { x i  =  1 } ,  6 ( z )  =  Qx +  ( 2 , 0 , 0 )
h  : {®2 =  —1} {®2 =  1}, i2(®) =  « +  (0,2,0)
<3 : {®3 =  —1} {®3 =  1} ,  ^3(®) =  æ +  ( 0 ,0 ,2 ) .
One can see th a t the restriction of the  projection pg : {^2 =  0} to  C
induces a m ap p  ; R ^ /5 i -4  a Klein bottle, which is a fiber bundle. Similarly, 
restricting the projection pg : R^ —)• {xg =  0} induces a m ap p : R ^ /S i 
a  torus, also a  fiber bundle. Thus, R ^/B i fibers into an -bundle over both  
a  Klein bottle and a torus. Notice tha t both projection m aps have sections: 
a  Klein bottle and a  torus axe contained in R ^ /5 i as images of the squares 
{zg =  0} and {zg =  0} in C /B i respectively.
The side-pairings for axe:
51 : { z i  =  - 1 ,  Z g  e  [ 0 , 1 ] }  -4 -  { x i  =  1 ,  Z g  € [ - 1 , 0 ] } ,  si (x) =  P x  +  ( 2 , 0 ,  - 1 )
5 2  : { x i  =  - 1 ,  X 3  G [ - 1 , 0 ] }  -4 - ( x i  =  1 ,  Z g  e  [ 0 , 1 ] } ,  s g ( z )  =  P x  +  ( 2 , 0 , 1 )
5 3  : { ® 2  =  - 1 ,  X g  €  [ 0 , 1 ] }  -4 -  { x g  =  1 ,  Xg G [ 0 , 1 ] } , s g ( x )  =  Q x  +  ( 0 , 2 , 1 )
5 4  : { ® 2  =  - 1 ,  X 3  G [ - 1 , 0 ] }  -4 - { x g  =  1 ,  Z g  G [ - 1 , 0 ] } ,  S 4 ( z )  =  Q x  +  ( 0 , 2 ,  - 1 )  
t g  : { x g  =  — 1 }  -4 -  { x g  =  1 } ,  t g ( x )  =  X +  ( 0 , 0 , 2 ) .
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The translation th a t represents a fiber loop in B4 must be in direction of the 
X3-axis. Really, using Corollary 9.3 and its notation, the vector v can be either 
a hnear combination of ei and 63 (i.e. in the 1-eigenspace of P ) , or in the  direc­
tion of 62 ((-l)-eigenvector of P ). Since ei and 63 are eigenvectors of different 
eigenvalues of Q, this leaves as the only possibility a vector in direction of one 
of 6 i , 62 and 63. The first one is ruled out because it spans the 1-eigenspace of 
the rotational part of S1S3. The second fails because sg(x) =  x -|- (0 ,2 ,0), so if 
we write S3 in the  normalized way this would contradict the criterion from  The­
orem  9 .1. Now, looking a t the fundcimental cube C, we see th a t the projection 
P2 : 5^  ^— {®2 =  0} induces a  map —>• Klein bottle. The preimage of each
fiber in C is a  vertical segment. This time, however, there is no section for this 
fibering, as the following group-theoretic argument shows.
Edge-chasing gives us the presentation of 64:
("Si,32,33,64,(3 I 62^51(3, 62^(331, 3i ^346163, 32 ^333334, 5^^33(3, .
We get TTiP =  7Ti(]R®/54)/ ((3) =  (31,33 | 31333^^ — from the fibration 
hom otopy sequence. Were there a  section of E^/B4 —>■ P , there would be a m ap 
i : B  4. which would induce a  section of the map 7ri(R^/B4) t t iP .
The images of Si, 33 € t t iP  under i* would have to be of the form 31(3 and 33(3 
in 7ri(R®/H4) for some k , l  € Z. Since z, is a homomorphism.
^  —  (•^ 3 *3 )Z \ - l
m ust be valid in  7r i(R ^ /P 4). The first two relators in the above presentation of 
P 4  give 3 1 ( 3 3 ] '^  =  ( 3 , the  last two give 3 4 ( 3 6 4 ^ =  The th ird  is sisssj"^ =  3 4  ^
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and the last one says =  tg. Using these, we may simplify the displayed
equation to  get =  1, which is impossible, since tg has infinite order.
For the rest of the 3-dimensional examples, we get th a t K.®/Ç2 is an 5"^ -bundle 
over the Klein bottle, with a  section, that is an 6'^-bundle over both the
torus and the  Klein bottle, with sections, and th a t R^/^g is an 5 ^-bundle over 
the  Klein bottle, with no section.
It is easy to find flat manifolds th a t are -bundles in any dimension n: ju st 
take E ”'~^ x  5 ^, where E ”'~^ is a  flat (n — l)-manifold. We now verify the  
expected, bu t not readily transparent fact th a t there are orientable examples in 
every dimension th a t are not 5 "^ -bundles.
E x a m p le  1 0 .2 . We s tart with a  4-dimensional example. Let C  =  [—1,1]'*. We 
define the following side-pairings on C:
h  : {®i =  - 1} {xi =  1}, t i ( r )  = x + (2 , 0 , 0 , 0)
Î2 : {xg =  —1} {zg =  1}, tg(x) =  X 4- (0 , 2 , 0 , 0 )
r  ; {xg =  —1} - 4  {xg =  1}, r(x) = R x  +  (0 ,0 ,2 ,0 )
s : {x4 =  —1} {x4 =  1}, s(x) = S x  +  (0 ,0 ,0 ,2 ),
where R (x i,xg ,xg ,x4) =  (-x g ,x i,x g ,Z 4 ) and 5 (x i,xg ,xg ,x4 ) =  
(xg,Xl, —Xg,X4). We can use Poincare's polyhedron theorem  (Theorem 3 .1) 
to  verify th a t G =  ( t i , tg ,r ,s )  is a  discrete subgroup of IsomR*. We must be 
careful to  check for tha t the group is torsion-free: this is accomphshed by ver­
ifying th a t the normalized solid angle sum is 1 for dimension-0 and -1 faces
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(Theorem 3 .2). However, M^/G is not an 5 ^-bundle due to Corollary 9 .3; the 
only possible candidates for v are vectors in subspaces generated by eg and 64, 
bu t bo th  fail by the last part of the corollary.
E x a m p le  10.3. Next, we give an odd-dimensional example. Define side-pairings 
of C =  [—1, as follows:
t i  : {si =  - 1 }  -4 -  {x i  =  1}, t i{x)  =  X -1- 2ei, i =  1 , . . . ,  2j, 
r  : { x 2j+i  =  - 1 }  -4 -  { x 2 j+i  =  1}, r (x )  =  R x  +  2e2j+i
where =  (®2, —®ij• • • , « 2j , - ® 2j - i , ® 2j-i-i), i.e.,
R  is a, rotation by tt/2  in each 2-dimensional plane spanned by egt-i and 
C2i, i  =  l , . . . , j .  Using Theorem 3.1 again and Corollary 9.3 we see that 
 ^(2j , r )  is a flat (2j-f-l)-manifold th a t is not an -bundle. (Torsion- 
freeness comes from the fact tha t every element of the group can be w ritten as 
r^t ,  where i is a  translation in x {0}.) Notice th a t for j  = 1 th is is the 
manifold R^/^4.
We need the following lemma:
L e m m a  10.4. Let G C Isom R”  ^ and H  C Isom R” be discrete, torsion-free 
groups yielding compact fiat manifolds. I f  neither R ”^/G nor W ^ / H  are S^-  
bundles, then R ’""‘'" '/(G  x H) is not an -bundle provided that whenever e € G 
and f  E H  are translations so that (e) and ( / )  are normal subgroups in 0  and 
g G, h £ H  are nontranslational elements with g^ E (e), E ( / ) ,  then 
gcd{k, l)  ^  1 .
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In  particular, i f  the holonomy groups o f G and H  are p-groups then (G x
H) is not an -bundle .
Proof. Apply Theorem 9.1 to  Gx-H.  Assuming th a t ((e, / ) )  is norm al in G x  H  
we have (e) <  G and ( / )  <  H.  Since R”^/G and R " / H  are not 5^-bundles, there 
exist nontranslational elements g Ç. G  and h H  so th a t g ^  (e) and h  ^  H,  but 
there exist k  and I (and we tcike the smallest positive ones) such th a t G (e) 
and € (/)• The assumption of the lemma then gives a  d =  gcd.{k,l) ^  1. 
Let k  = dq and I = dr. Then ^  ((®»/)) but {g'^,h'^) ^  ((e ,/ ) ) ,  which
violates the second part of (ii) in Theorem 9.1. □
E x a m p le  10 .5 . We can now construct an example of a non-5 ^-bundle in any 
dimension n  >  3. Let n  =  3g +  r, where r  =  3 ,4 ,5 , g >  0. Denote by G4 
the manifold and group, respectively, obtained in  Example 10.2. Denote by Ei, 
Gi the  z-dimensional manifold and its group from Example 10.3 {i odd). Using 
Lemma 10.4, we can inductively see th a t E  = Ez x  ■ ■ ■ x  Ez {q factors) is not 
an 5'^-bundle, since the  holonomy groups of G3, G4 and G5 are Z 4, Zg and Z 4, 
respectively. In the same way, we see tha t E  x  Er is not an 5^-bundle.
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1 1 .  H y p e r b o l i c  s t r u c t u r e  o n  t o r u s  a n d
K l e i n  b o t t l e  c o m p l e m e n t s  i n s i d e
In  this section we show tha t there exist at most finitely m any complements of 
unions of tori and Klein bottles in tha t have hyperbolic structure on them .
The fact th a t there exist flat 3-manifolds th a t are not 5^-bundles (§10) to­
gether with the theorem  tha t every flat 3-manifold bounds a finite volume 
noncompact hyperbohc 4-manifold (see [N]), shows tha t, unlike hyperbolic 3- 
manifolds, some hyperbohc 4-manifolds may not be embedded as a  codimension- 
2 complement.
It would be interesting to see some examples of 4-manifolds M  th a t are 
codimension-2 complements inside a “fam iliar” closed 4-manifold N .  In par­
ticular, we would like N  to be orientable.
We have already seen (Theorem 2.3) tha t Vol(M) =  47t^ /3  • %(M), so it is 
reasonable to  first try  with manifolds of smallest volume, i.e. those with Eu­
ler characteristic 1. Many (1171) such examples were found by Ratchffe and 
Tschantz in  [R-T], where they also hsted the types of ends of each one. Un­
fortunately, while there are plenty of nonorientable ones th a t are codimension-2 
complements, all the orientable ones have as at least one component of boundary 
the manifold E.^/^6 , which is not an -bundle.
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There axe, in fact, plenty of examples of orientable manifolds th a t axe codi- 
mension-2 complements. Every example constructed in §6 is such, and so are the 
orientable examples from  [N] with boundaries th a t axe S^-bundles. However, if 
we want M  to  be a codimension-2  complement inside S^, then the num ber of 
possible candidates is limited, which is the consequence of the following propo­
sition.
P ro p o sitio n  11.1 . Let M  be a finite-volume noncompact hyperbolic manifold. 
I f  M  — N  — A, where A  is a codimension-2 submanifold of N , then %(M) =  
x(W ).
Proof. By Proposition 8.1 every boundary component Ei of M  is an 6 "^ -bundle 
over a component B i o f A , i = . . .  ,m . Let Pi denote a  2-disk-bundle neigh­
borhood of B i inside N .  Then JV =  M  U Pi U • • • U Pm- The Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence for M  and P i U • • • U Pm (see Lemma 6.2) gives %(M U (U ^^P i)) =  
% (M )4 -% (u ;iiP :)-% (M n (U g :iP ^ ), which gives %(jV) =  x i ^ ) +  ^ ^ i X { P i )  ~  
S i ^ i  x i^ i ) -  However, since every E i is a flat manifold and every Pi a  disk bun­
dle over a  flat manifold (so Pi is homotopy equivalent to P i), we get %(Pi) =  0 
and x(J5i) =  0 for i =  1 , . . . ,  m. This implies %(M) =  %(.ZV). □
We now have
T h eorem  11.2. Let M  be a finite-volume noncompact ^-hyperbolic manifold. 
I f  M  = N  — A, where A  is a codimension-2 submanifold of S^, then A  is a 
disjoint union of tori and Klein bottles and %(Af) =  2.
Furthermore, there are only finitely many manifolds M  with those properties.
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Proof. In  the notation of proof of Proposition 11.1, every is a  flat 2-manifold 
due to  the last statem ent of Theorem 9.1, thus, every B i is a torus or a Klein 
bottle. Moreover, %(Af) =  x {^^ )  =  2.
The last statem ent follows immediately from Wang’s theorem (Theorem 2.2): 
since Vol(M) =  4vr^/3 • %(M), there are only finitely many hyperbolic manifolds 
M  w ith %(M) =  2. □
The only explicitly given examples of manifolds M  with %(M) =  2 th a t this 
au thor is aware of are those of his own, presented in §5 (in §6 it is proved 
th a t their Euler characteristic is 2). Further work may yet identify these as 
codimension-2 complements inside the 4-sphere.
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1 2 .  H y p e r b o l i c  m a n i f o l d s  a s  c o d i m e n s i o n - 1  c o m p l e m e n t s
Now we tu rn  our attention to  the other case, 6  =  1. Assume M  = N  — A  is 
a  codimension-1 complement. As we have seen in §8 , every flat n-manifold E  
bounding M  m ust then be an 5'°-bundIe over some n-manifoId B . T h a t is, .G is 
a  twofold cover of B . We have
P ro p o sitio n  12 .1 . Let B  be an n-manifold doubly covered by a fia t manifold 
E . I f  n  ^  A then B  is a flat manifold.
Proof. Since R ” is the universal cover of JS, it is also the universal cover of B. 
The group ttj B  cannot, therefore, have torsion as this would contradict Sm ith’s 
theorem . Now tti B  has as an index 2 subgroup, so the maxim al free abelian 
subgroup of ttiE  has finite index in  ttiB . But (see [C]) a torsion-free group with 
a  finite-index free abelian subgroup of rank n  is necessarily a  Bieberbach group, 
which, by a theorem of Auslander and Kuranishi (see [C]) is the  fundam ental 
group of an n-dimensional flat manifold. Now Theorem 4.2 implies th a t B  itself 
is flat. Notice th a t, when n  =  3, B  is irreducible because its universal cover is 
R3. □
We may assume th a t N  was formed like in the introduction. More precisely, 
let d M  =  B i U • • • U Em  and suppose Ei B{ is a  twofold covering for i =
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1 , . . . ,  m , where B i , . . . , Bm. axe components of A. Define Pi  to be [Ei  x [0,1] U 
B i ) / ( x ,  1) ~  p i[x ) .  Then E i  =  dPi and iV =  M  Usi -Pi U • • • U P-m, where each 
Pi is attached to  M  along its boundary. Let Gi  =  B i  and H i  =  w iSi.
We have th a t every Hi is a subgroup of both Gi and tti M .
By van Kaxnpen’s theorem, the fundamental group of N  is going to  be the 
am algam ated product of t t iN  with G i , . . . ,  Gm with am algam ating subgroups 
H i , . . . ,  Hm, respectively. It will therefore contain free abehan groups w ith rank 
greater than  1 (those tha t axe contained in the H is ) ,  so the manifold N  cannot 
be hyperbohc, because the fundamental group of a  closed hyperbohc m anifold 
never contains such subgroups.
From the above decomposition of N  we may deduce
P ro p o sitio n  1 2 .2 . The universal cover o f N  is
Proof. Recall th a t a horoball in is a  Euchdean ball in touching
The point of touching is not in , so the boundary of a  horoball
(called a  horosphere) is homeomorphic to R"'. Let A- Af be the universal
covering. Then (see [A2]) p~^[Ei x [0, oo)) =  A i, where A i  is a coUection of 
disjoint horoballs. Let A  =  A i  U • • • U Am  — note th a t the horoballs from 
the cohections A i , i  =  l , . . . , m  Eire all disjoint. We have p ~ ^ [ M )  =  —
(Ua6>4 int A).
If we pick one of the horoballs A  in and perform an inversion in it the
outside of the horoball wih be mapped to the inside and is m apped to  a
horosphere inside A  tha t is the boundaxy of some horoball A ', centered at the
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same point as A. The collection A  maps under this inversion to a collection 
of balls C contained in int A  tha t is outside A' bu t each ball in the collection 
touches the boundary of A '. Let U =  A — (A' U (U cgjC )) —  it is clear tha t
Now note tha t the universal cover of each /-bundle Pi is R " x [—1,1], which 
is homeomorphic to  a  region between two horoballs. Call such a region V , for 
example V  = A  — 'mt A ' from above. We construct the universal cover of N  
as follows. Into every missing horoball of (M ) insert a region of type V. 
Now smaller horoballs are missing from . Into each insert a  region of type 
U: now even smaller horoballs are missing, along with some balls th a t touch 
their boundary (those corresponding to  the collection C in 17). Let W i be the 
resulting subset of . Now repeat the procedure: insert regions of type V  
into the smaller balls and then regions of type U into the even smaller resulting
balls to  get W 2 . Continuing inductively, we get a  sequence of Wi C W2 C ___
It is clear th a t LiiWi is the universal cover of N  and it is not difficult to  see tha t 
this space is homeomorphic to  □
The principal goal of the rest of this section is to  show tha t, under appropriate 
conditions, there are only finitely many iV’s inside which M  is a  codimension-1 
complement. We concentrate on one end Ei x [0,00): let E  = Ei, P  =  Pi, 
B  =  Bi, G = Gi and H  =  Hi. Notice tha t tviP = tziB. We think of E  as 
the boundary of P , E  = dP . Let f , g  : dP  —)• d M  be two homeomorphisms 
taking E  C P  to E  C M . We can form two manifolds, M  Uf P  and M  U, P , 
by identifying dP  with component E  of d M  by the two homeomorphisms. If
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dP  ——4- d P  extends to  a homeomorphism P  P , then M  Uf P  and M  Ug P  
will be homeomorphic by a homeomorphism th a t is the identity on M . Let 
HomeoÆ? denote the homeomorphisms of E  and Homeogp E  = { f  £  H om eoE  | 
/  extends to  P}. There is a  surjection from ( H o m e o /  Homeogp. Ei) to  
the set of all possible N ’s obtained in the described way. Thus, it will be enough 
to show th a t HomeOeP,. Ei has finite index in Homeo Ei for i = 1 , . . .  ,m .
Choose a  basepoint e £ E  G P  and consider an /  €  H om eoE such tha t 
/(e )  =  e. If / ,  ; 7Ti (E , e) —>• ttj (E, e) does not extend to  a homomorphism 
7ri(P , e) —>■ 7Ti(P, e), then /  cannot extend to  P . Hence, our first concern will 
be to  see which automorphisms o f H  =  7Ti(E, e) extend to  G  =  %i(P, e) =  t tiB . 
We define Autgc H  = {h £ Aut H  | h extends to G}.
E xam ple 12 .3 . Let E  —> E  be the standard double covering of the Klein bottle 
by the  torus. Then we may write G =  (a , 6 | aba~^ =  6“ ^) and H  =  (a^ ,6). 
Since H  is the maxim al abehan subgroup in G, for every /  £  Aut G we have 
f{ H )  =  H . Using this fact, it is easy to  see th a t /  £  Aut G if and only if 
f{a )  =  and f{b) =  6^^ for some I £ "L. The restriction to  H  then
always has the form ±1  0 0 ±1 . This means th a t such elements of Aut H
1 k 
0 1 for k £ hare the  only ones th a t extend to G. Now, letting fk  =  
we see th a t f k ^ f i  =  fi-k -  Then all the automorphisms fk  are in different 
classes of A u tE /  Aut eg E  giving [A u tE  : A u tgcE ] =  oo. Since all elements 
of A ut E  are induced by homeomorphisms of E  and all elements of Aut g g E  by 
homeomorphisms of P , we get [HomeoE ; HomeOgpE] =  oo, leaving no hope
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for finiteness of JV’s.
In order to  get [Aut H  : Autgc H] finite, we need to put an additional re­
quirement on B  for a given E  — a good one turns out to  be th a t G and H  
have the same holonomy group. Let H  C G  be a finite-index subgroup of G  and 
let G have holonomy group It follows from the algebraic characterization of 
crystaUographic groups th a t H  is crystallographic if and only if G is. We will 
say th a t G  cind H  have the  same holonomy group, or th a t G is an extension [H  
is a  subgroup) with the same holonomy group, if the restriction of G $  to  
is surjective.
We s tart w ith the simplest situation:
P r o p o s i t io n  12 .4 . Let G be a free abelian group and let H  G G be a subgroup 
o f finite index. Then Aut «G H  has finite index in Aut J ï.
Proof. Let rank G =  ra n k ff  =  n. We may choose bases u i , . .. ,Un of H  and
v i , . . . ,V n  of G SO tha t u i  =  a \ v i , . . .  ,Un =  ocnVn where every integer Oj+i 
divides a i  for i =  1 , . . .  ,n  — 1 (see [K]). Let a  =  a i  and embed G into the 
group H ' =  with the  basis u ^ , . . .  where Vi =  so tha t Ui = au\
for every i =  1 , . . .  ,n . We have H  G G G H '. It is clear tha t every homo­
m orphism  f  : H  H  extends to a  homomorphism f  : H ' H ' and tha t
/  win extend to G if and  only if / '(G )  =  G. In  fact, there exists a bijection 
A u tJ Ï / AuteG-ff { / '(G ) I /  G A u tE }  given by [/] / '(G ). Further­
more, subgroups K  G H ' containing H  with index [G : H] are in one-to-one 
correspondence with subgroups of H '/H  = of order [G : H]. Since ev­
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ery /  G Aut i f  induces a homomorphism f*  : H ' jH  -4- H '/H  we have a  
one-to-one correspondence between images { f'{G )  | /  G A ut JT} and images 
{ f* [G lH )  I /*  is induced by /  G Aut H }. The la tter set is the subset of all 
order [G : H] subgroups of H 'IH  so it is finite. This proves the proposition. □
The general case now follows from Proposition 12.4.
T h eorem  12 .5 . Let G he a crystallographic group, and H  its subgroup o f finite 
index. I f  G and H  have the same holonomy group, then AuteC H  is a finite 
index subgroup o f A u t H .
Proof. Let K  and L  be respectively the maximal free abehan subgroups of G 
Eind H . Since G  and H  have the same holonomy group, we have K  D H  = L  
and G = {H, K ). As in the  proof of Proposition 12.4, form a  free abehan group 
L ' so tha t L  C  K  C  L '. If, as in §4, is represented as $  x L with the 
m ultiphcation rule {a,l){a ',V ) =  {a a ',a  • V 1 c{a,(T')), then H ' = ^  x  L '
can be given a  group structure using the same rule. The same cocycle c can 
be used since L  C L'. Since L C  K  C  L', we get H  C  G C H '. Given 
/  G Aut i f ,  its restriction to L  satisfies f{c{cr,cF')) = The restriction
to  L  extends to  f ' : L ' —^ L ', so {cr,V) i-)- ( /  • cr,/ '( / ') )  defines an extension of 
/  to  i f ' ,  which we also call f .  As above, there is the bijective correspondence 
Aut if/A u teG  i f  -)• { /'(G ) I /  G Aut if} . However, / '(G )  =  ( i f , /'(A T )) so the 
la tte r set has only finitely many elements, since, as we saw in Proposition 12.4, 
the set {/'(A T) | /  G Aut L}  is finite.
Note th a t the group i f '  does not have to  be torsion-free, even if i f  was such,
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nor m ust H  he a. norm al subgroup of H '. □
C orollary 12 .6 . With assumptions as in Theorem 12.5, i / rank G =  rank If =  
n  and [G : H] =  2, then [Aut H  : AuteO H] < 2 ^  — 1.
Proof. Let us first assume th a t G and H  are both free abehan. As in the proof 
of Proposition 12.4, H  C G C H ' =  | f f ,  and there is a bijection [Aut H  : 
AuteG-ff] I  /  G Aut if} . If we choose bases for H  and G as in
th e  proof of 12.4, then G /H  is the first factor Z 2 x {0} in H '/H  =  ZJ, and 
f* { G /H )  is an order two group inside Z j for every /  € Aut H-, therefore, it is 
determ ined by an  order two element of Zg, of which there are 2”  ^ — 1 (all bu t 
zero). For every element r  E Zg there is an autom orphism  sending the first basis 
elem ent ei of Z J  to  v th a t is induced by an autom orphism  of H '. (If j  is the 
first nonzero coordinate of v, the automorphism sending the j- th  basis element 
6j to  V and leaving all other basis elements fixed will do if we precede it by the 
autom orphism  swapping ej and ei.) Thus, we get th a t { f* {G /H )  j /  6  Aut H }  
has 2^ — 1 elements.
For crystallographic G and H  with K  and L  their maximal free abeliem sub­
groups we have, as in Theorem 12.5,
[Aut i f  ; AuteG-ff] =  \{f'{G ) 1 /  G Aut if}  | =
\ { f { K )  I /  G Aut if} | <  \ { f { K )  I /  G A utL } | =  2 - -  1.
The inequality in the above computation comes from the fact th a t not every 
autom orphism  of L is a restriction of an automorphism of i f .  □
Now we are ready to return  to the topological side of our considerations.
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P ro p o sitio n  1 2 .7 . Let n  =  2 or 3 and let E  be a flat n-manifold that is the 
double cover via map E  B  o f a (necessarily flat) manifold B  that has the 
same holonomy group as E . I f  P  = E  x  [0,1]\J B /{x , 1) ~  p (z) is the I-bundle  
induced by p, then  [Homeo : HomeOeP £ ] <  2” — 1.
Proof. Recall th a t  for a  space X ,  two maps f , g  : X  —>■ X  are pseudoisotopic 
( /  ~  if there exists a  homeomorphism F : X x I —^ X x I s o  th a t -P’lxx{o} • 
X  X { 0 }  X  X { 0 }  is equal to  /  and jP |j>cx{i} : X  x  {1} ->■ X  x  {1} is equal to 
9-
Let J  denote the  subgroup { f  : E  E  \ f  is pseudoisotopic to the identity} 
and set Pseudo S  =  Homeo J5 /J , Pseudoep£7 =  BomeoeP E  f  J . W ith  Ih n A  
denoting the  inner autom orphism  group of a group H , let O ut H  =  Aut H /  Inn  H  
and OuteG-ff =  AuteG H / Ixm. H  (note tha t In n H  C AuteC-ff)- We wiU also 
need the group = { f  : E  E  \ f  is homotopic to the identity}. T here is 
a m ap q : Pseudo Æ? —>• O ut H  th a t takes Pseudogp .E to  O u tecH -  We have a  
sequence of maps
Homeo E /  Homeo^p E  Pseudo E  j  Pseudo^p E  A- O ut H /  OuteG H.
The last quotient is finite by Theorem 12.5 and the fact th a t Out i ï /  OuteG H  =  
Aut fir/AuteG-ff- Now [Pseudo fi? : Pseudogp E[ =  [Pseudo fiJ : kerq] • [kerq : 
Pseudogp E] and  clearly [Pseudo S  : ker g] =  [Out H  : OutecH] <  2” — 1 . Note 
th a t kerg =  (Pseudogp fi?, so [kerg : Pseudogp E] will be finite if and
only J * / J  if is finite. For n  =  2 it is a theorem of Baer th a t J ,  =  J  (see [E]). 
W hen n  =  3, this is a result of Waldhausen ([W, Theorem 7.1]). This gives
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J* c  PseudoepjB, so [kerg : Pseuàoep E] =  1 and the proposition has been 
proved. □
R em ark 12 .8 . It is unhkely th a t [J. : J] is finite for higher dimensions. There 
are examples (see [B]) of simply connected manifolds (for example, x 5®) for 
which this index is infinite.
Given a  fiat m anifold  it is not clear right away w hether there exist only 
finitely m any nonhomeomorphic /-bundles P  over B  such th a t d P  = E  and 
B  has the same holonomy group as E . The following proposition answers this 
question.
P ro p o sitio n  12 .9 . Let P  be an I-bundle over a fla t n-manifold B  with d P  = E . 
Assume that E  = W ^/H , H  C Isom R” . Then P  is homeomorphic to E  x  
[0 ,1]/(z, 1) ~  r{x), where r : E  B  is a covering map given by RT'/H  —>■ R ” /G , 
where G C Isom R ” . Furthermore, if we fix  an E  and additionally require that B  
and E  have the same holonomy groups (i.e. that their fundamental groups have 
the same holonomy groups) , then there exist at most 2^ — 1 nonhomeomorphic 
manifolds P .
Proof. It is not difficult to see that P  must have form E  x [0, l ] / ( z ,  1) ~  p(z), 
where E  B  is a. double covering. Clearly B  =  where H  C  G " , but
we need not have G” C Isom R ’^ . By Theorem 4.2, there is a homeomorphism 
f  •. B  -¥  R^’/G ', where G' C IsomR'^. Taking a lift /  : R ^ —)• R"' of /  we get th a t 
fG " f~ ^  =  G', fH f~ ^  =  H ' for some H ' C  G' C  Isom R ” . Bieberbach’s th ird  
theorem (4.1) allows us to find an affine transform ation a : R ’^  —>• R"' so th a t
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aH 'a~^  =  H  and aG'a~^ = G, where G  C IsomR"'. This gives an equivalence 
of coverings E  ^  B  and E  A  W ^/G  which immediately imphes the existence 
of a homeomorphism P  —J- x  [0 , l] /(z , 1) ~  r(z).
The second part of the theorem is answered if we find out how many groups 
G  C Isom R ” contain P  as an index-2 subgroup. If, as in proof of Theorem 
12.5, L  and K  denote the maximal free abelian subgroups of H  and G, then  
G  =  (H ,K ) .  It follows from the proof of Corollary 12.6 th a t for a  lattice L  in 
R ” there are exactly 2” — 1 lattices in R” th a t contain i  as an index-2  subgroup 
so we are done. □
Putting  Propositions 12.7 and 12.9 together we get
T h eorem  12.10. Let n  = 2 or 3 and let he a noncompact finite-volume
hyperbolic manifold with m  ends. Assume that each component Ei ,  z =  1 , . . .  ,m  
o f the boundary o f M  doubly covers some fla t manifold with the same holonomy 
group. Then there are at most (2”  — 1 )^”  ^ nonhomeomorphic manifolds N  so 
that M  = N  —A, where A  = BiLi- ■ -liBm  is a disjoint union of m  fla t manifolds 
so that every B i  has the same holonomy group as E i .
Proof. As before, if AT = M  — A, then iV =  M  U Pi • • • U Pm, where each Pi is 
an /-bundle over B i with dPi =  Ei. By Proposition 12.9, for a  given Ei, there 
are at most 2^ — 1 nonhomeomorphic P^’s possible, each of which can be glued 
to  M  to  yield at most 2” — 1 different manifolds by Proposition 12.7. □
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13. C riteria for groups o f  flat manifolds t o  have 
AN index-2 torsion-free  EXTENSION. EXAMPLES
In this section we investigate when the  fundamental group of a  flat manifold
E  has an index-2 extension G  (that is, H  C G and [G : H] = 2 ) .  In  particular, in 
connection with §12 , we give a  few sufficient conditions for G  to  be torsion-free 
and have the same holonomy group.
Let i f  be a crystallographic group — then H  fits into an exact sequence 
0 - > X —> i f —>■$—>-1 (see §4) where L  is the maximal free abelian subgroup 
of H . As before, we assume rank L = n. We think of $  as the subgroup of 
Aut L  (see §4). As in the proof of Proposition 12.4, let L' =  |L .  Notice th a t 
for every element I € L, is well-defined. An element <r of $  extends to  an 
autom orphism  a ' of L ' which induces cin automorphism a* : L '/L  —> V  jL .  Let 
L* =  V I L  =  Z j and =  {cr* | (r € 0} C A utL*. Index-2 extensions of 
L  inside L' are in one-to-one correspondence with nonzero elements of L* (see 
proof of Corollary 12.6).
We have
T h eorem  13.1 . Let H  be crystallographic group. The following are equivalent:
(i) H has an index-2 extension G with the same holonomy group.
(ii) There exists a vector in L* that is a 1-eigenvector for all elements o /$ * .
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Proof. The m ain ideas were already developed in the proofs of 12.4, 12.5 and 
12.6  to  which we refer.
(i)=>(ii). Let H  C G, [G : H] — 2 and let K  be the maximal free abehcin 
subgroup of G. We have K  f] H  = L  and [K  : L] =  2. Since H  Q G  and G 
héis th e  same holonomy group, the action of $  on L extends to  K . Let t* € L* 
represent K .  Every element <r in $  extends to  K  which implies =  t* for 
all a* € $*.
(ii)=^(i). The fact th a t a  common 1-eigenvector t* exists for the action of
on L* immediately implies th a t there exists a ^-invariant index-2 subgroup
K  C V .  Let i f '  =  $  X L ' be the group defined in the proof of 12.5. Then 
G  =  (K ,H )  contains H  as a subgroup and G  and H  clearly have the  same 
holonomy group. Since H  acts on L  by conjugation and this action extends to 
K  we have th a t for every k ^  K  and h Ç: H  hk = [hkh~^)h, where hkh~^  G K . 
Using this fact it is readily shown tha t {K ,H ) = K H  and th a t every element 
of G — H  can be represented in form kh  for some fixed k Ç: K  — H  and some 
h E H . It follows tha t H  has index 2 in G. □
Now let H  be torsion-free, ff condition (ii) from Theorem 13.1 is satisfied 
and we construct G, there is no guarantee, in  general, th a t G is torsion-free. In 
order to achieve that, we will need additional conditions.
Assume (ii) from Theorem 13.1 holds. Let t* be a 1-eigenvector for the  action 
of $* on L* and let t  G L ' be any element such th a t t + L = t*. Construct K  and 
G as in 13.1. We will say tha t the extensions K  = {t,L) C L' and G =  (t, i î )  
are induced by t. Every element of G — H  can uniquely be written as th , for
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some k  E  H. Notice tha t H , being index-2  in G, is a normal subgroup of G so 
there is a  homomorphism Tp : G with kernel H. The following theorem
gives some sufficient conditions th a t ensure torsion-freeness of G.
T h eorem  13.2 . Let H  be  a Bieberbach group and G an index-2 extension o f 
H  with the same holonomy group, induced b y  an element t E L ' =  |L .  Then G 
has torsion i f  and only if there exists an element h E H  such that {th)^ = 1, or, 
equivalently, t{hth~^)h^ =  1 .
In  particular, i f  any of the following holds, G is torsion-free.
(i) The holonomy group o f H  has odd order.
(ii) The element t is inside a subgroup L \ C L ' which is kept invariant by the 
action o f H  on V  and which contains no power of any nontranslational 
h E  H .
(iii) For every h E H, hth~^ =  t^^  and h^ E {t) implies h E  if) .
Proof. Since {tk)^ =  t{hth~^)h^ and th  is nontrivial (because t ^  H ) we have 
one direction of the equivalence. For the other one, let th  be an element of 
G and let (th)* =  1 for some positive integer k. We must have k =  2Z, since 
otherwise ip{{th)’°) =  1 G %2- This gives {{th)^Y = 1 which imphes [th]^ = 1 
because {th)^ E  H  and H  is torsion-free.
Notice th a t to  check for torsion-freeness of G we do not have to  worry about 
translations h in H  possibly satisfying {th)^ =  1: if h is a  translation, then 
th  is a  nonzero translation since t ^  H , so th  has infinite order and cannot 
satisfy {th)^ =  1. We now explain how each of the conditions (i)-(iii) imply the
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nonexistence of an ft. € - f f  with t[h th  ^)ft^ =  1 .
(i). The equation h? =  (t(fttft“ ^))"^ implies tha t ft  ^ is a  translation {htk~^ 
is in K  since conjugation by elements in H  extends to K ). But h? cannot be a 
translation if ft is a nontranslational element and $  has odd order.
(ii). Assuming ft  ^ =  again gives tha t ft^  is a translation th a t
should be in L i,  because both t and hth~^ are, contradicting the assumption of
(ii).
(iii). We have t[hth~^) =  1 or t{hth~^) =  If t{hth~^)h^ =  1 were satisfied
for an elem ent h ^  H  we would get either ft  ^ =  1 or ft  ^ =  The first is
impossible by torsion-freeness of i f ,  the second by the assumption of (iii). □
C o ro lla ry  1 3 .3 . I f  a Bieberbach group H  contains an element f  so that ( / )  is 
a normal subgroup o f G and for every g E G, g^ £ ( / )  implies g G ( / ) ,  then it 
has a torsion-free index-2 extension G with the same holonomy group.
In other words, i f  n  ^  4: and E  = W ^/H  is an -bundle, then it is an 
S^-bundle over a flat manifold with the same holonomy group as H .
Proof. Form  L ' =  where L  is the translation subgroup of H  and let t  G T ' be 
such th a t t =  | / .  The fact that h fh ~ ^  = f ^ ^  for every h Ç. H  gives cr ■ f  = f ^ ^  
for every G which in turn imphes a' - t  = t^^  for the extension cr' of cr to 
L'. This m eans tha t a*{t*) =  t* for every a* G $*, so Theorem 13.1 gives an 
index-2 extension G of H  induced by t. It is clear tha t hth~^ =  and ft^ G (f )
imphes ft G {t) for every ft G If, hence G is torsion-free by Theorem 13.2(ih).
The topological wording of the theorem follows from Theorem 9.1. This
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theorem  could also have been proved by elaborating the idea th a t we may define 
an involution on E  by sending every point in a  fiber to  its  antipodal point. □
We use the above theorems to  test which flat 3-manifolds are 5°-bundles.
E x a m p le  13 .4 . From §10 we know that R .^ /^2  and  i =  1 , . . .  ,4
are all -bundles. Corollary 13.3 imphes they are S^-bundles over flat 3- 
manifolds w ith the same holonomy groups.
E x a m p le  13 .5 . Consider E ^ /^ 3. The fundamental polyhedron for G3 is an  up­
right prism  of height 1/3 based on a  regular hexagon. The group Gz is generated 
by transform ations r, i j  and tg, where r  is a translation in  the  z-direction by 1/3  
followed by a  rotation by 27t/3 about the z-axis and ti and tg are translations 
pairing two pairs of parallel vertical sides of the prism. Choose t \  and tg so th a t 
the  angle between the vectors o f t i  and tg is ?r/3. The translation subgroup L  is 
generated by (1,(2  and tz =  the holonomy group $  of G3 is Z 3. Let <j € #  be 
the  image of r  under G3  —> Then the matrices of cr and  a*, in basis vectors 
(1 , ( 2 ,(3  of L  and basis vectors induced by t i , t 2 ,tz  on L*, respectively, are
■ -1 0 O' " l 0 O'
a — - 1 - 1 0 and a* 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
The only eigenvector of cr* in L* is (0,0,1). According to  Theorem 13.1, G  =  
(1^3 5 ^ 3) is an index-2  extension of Qz which is torsion-free by Theorem 13.2(i).
It is easily computed th a t G is generated by t i , t 2 and r ',  where r' is a 
translation in the z-direction by 1/6  followed by a  rotation by —27t/3 about the 
z-axis. Notice tha t G = G3 since it has the same holonomy group as Qz and Qz 
is the only flat 3-manifold group with holonomy group Z 3.
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E x a m p le  13 .6 . The group exhibits ra ther different behavior from Qz. Let ti  
and *2 have the same meaning as in Example 13.5, but let r  now be a  translation 
in the z-direction by 1/6 followed by a rotation by tt/S  about the z-axis. The 
translation subgroup L  of Qs is spanned by t i ,  tz and tz =  the holonomy 
group $  of Qz is Z q. Again, an upright hexagonal prism  (this tim e of height 
1/ 6) is a  fundam ental polyhedron for Qz. If is the the generator of $ , then
<r* =
0 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 1
which means th a t its only eigenvector in L* is (0,0,1). Then the only possible 
index-2 extension of H  will be induced by an element t  = \ t z  E L '. However, 
this extension has torsion since is a  rotation about the  z-axis by angle tt.
This shows Qz has no index-2  extensions with the same holonomy group.
For illustrative purposes, we used a  geometric argument to  show th a t every 
index-2  extension of Qz must have torsion. Actually, we can consider ^5  as an 
abstract group (not embedded in Isom R ”) and arrive a t the  same conclusion. 
The equation rtzr~^  =  tg holds in Qz, which imphes rtr~^  =  f, since the action 
of $  extends to i f  =  {t,L ). Now (f^ r^ )^  =  t~^r^t~^r^ =  t~^{r^t~^r~^)r^  =  
=  t^^r^  = 1 . Similar purely algebraic considerations can be carried out 
in Example 13.8 as well.
For any torsion-free extension G  of Qz with a holonomy group different from 
tha t of Qz, the order of the holonomy group of G  would have to equal 12 , but 
no such Bieberbach group exists in dimension 3.
E x a m p le  13.7 . A fundam ental polyhedron for the group Q4. is the cube 0
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defined in §4. Its side-pédrings (generating Ç4.) are the two perpendicular tran s­
lations <1 and <2 pairing the vertical sides of the cube and the transform ation r  
tha t is a  translation in the z-direction by 2 followed by a  rotation by 7t / 2  about 
the z-axis. The translation subgroup L  is generated by t i , i 2  and tg = r^; the 
holonomy group $  of Q4  is Z 4. If  <r is the generator of then  er* has as its 
m atrix
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
One of its eigenvectors is (1 ,1 ,0). The index-2 G extension induced by the
translation t =  | ( t i + t 2) € L ', is torsion-free by virtue of Theorem 13.2(ii). (The 
subgroup L i from 13.2(ii) is contained in the plane spanned by ti and (3 while 
every power of a  nontranslational element tha t is a  translation is a  translation 
in direction of (3 .) Since the holonomy of G is Z4 and no flat 3-manifold group 
other th an  Ç4  has Z 4 as its holonomy group, we conclude G = Ç4 .
E xam p le 13.8 . Consider Qe, whose fundamental polyhedron and generating 
transform ations were described in  §4. The subgroup L  of translations is gen­
erated by t \  = f l , t 2  = { f i f z Y  aJid <3 =  / |  and the holonomy group of is 
$  =  Z 2 X Z 2. It is easy to see th a t the m atrix of every element of is 7, so 
every nonzero vector t* in L* is an eigenvector for every element of $*. How­
ever, no index-2 extension of is torsion-free. Let t* =  (1 ,0 ,0) and consider 
the group G induced by the element t  =  | t i  Ç L '. We have ( i/i)^  =  1, since t f \  
is a  rotation by tt about an axis. If t* =  (1,1,0), G is induced by the element 
t =  4-^2) € L '. But then =  / ^ , yielding torsion by Theorem 13.2.
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We reason similarly if f* has zeroes in other coordinates. Finally, if  i* =  (1 ,1 ,1 ), 
G is induced by i  =  | ( t i  +  *2 +  h ) ,  and we get again.
Thus, Ge has no index-2 extension with the same holonomy group. Any 
index-2 extension with holonomy group different from tha t of Ge would have to  
have holonomy group of order 8. However, since no flat 3-mamfold group has a 
holonomy group of order 8, this is impossible.
These examples yield
C o ro lla ry  13 .9 . Among flat 3-manifolds, only'Ë} jG^ andM.^ JGe do not allow a 
free Z 2 action on them, or, equivalently, they cannot doubly cover any manifold, 
i.e. they are not -bundles. Every other fla t 3-manifold E  doubly covers a fla t 
manifold with the same holonomy group.
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1 4 .  C o n c l u d i n g  r e m a r k s
We saw in §10 tha t there axe plenty of flat n-manifolds which are not S^- 
bundles and in §13 th a t there are two flat 3-manifolds which are not 5°-bundles. 
Most likely examples can also be constructed for every n  of flat n-manifolds 
th a t are not -bundles. Therefore, in general, there should be no shortage of 
hyperbohc manifolds M  tha t cannot be thought of as a  codimension-1 or -2 
complement. How can this be overcome? One way is to  consider finite covers of 
M . In  this connection we have the following theorem  from [A-F]:
T h e o re m  14 .1 . (Aravinda-Farrell) For every finite-volume noncompact hyper­
bolic [n + 1)-manifold M  there exists a finite covering M  so that every manifold 
E  bounding M  is an n-torus. □
Thus, since every n-torus is an -bundle over an (n — l)-torus and it doubly 
covers another n-torus (which has the same, trivial, holonomy group), we have
C o ro lla ry  14 .2 . Every hyperbolic manifold has a finite cover that is a codi­
mension-1 and -2 complement. □
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